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Introduction
The papers contained in this bulletin

address themselves to the question of w hat
makes the language III materials easy or
difficult to read. This question is of central
importance in the educational process, for
much of what a student learns he acquires
through his study of written instructional
materials. The research w hich concentrates
on finding the hissers to this question bas

traditionally been called readability re-

search.
The chief aim of early readability re-

search was to de,,ise formulas w hich edu-
cators could use to determine if materials
were suitable to, their students. Because
psychological and linguistic theories w ere
as yet poorly developed, the objectives of
the early resdrehers were, necessarily
limited and pragmatic. That is, they merely
sought to des Ise an easily applied formula
which would predict the reading ease of
materials. They could make little headway
in attempting to find the sources that
caused the difficulty.

Modern readability researchers view

their task more brOadly. They seek to

establish, scientifically the principles w hich
will permit us not only to predict the
difficulty of materials but also to write the
materials to have any level of difficulty
we choose. Stated another way, instead of
just try mug to find em relations betweep the

features of language and its difficulty,
modern readability researchers seek to

analy/e the psychological processes in-

solved in language comprehension and
composition so that they can understand
why those correlations exist. This is not to
say, however, that readability researchers

base abandoned the use of conditional
n:search techniques. To do so at this stage
ill the development of our knowledge of
readability. would be folk, There are
literally thousands of Icahn es of language,
any number of Mach might be au im-
portant factor in reading ease. As yet,
psyehulinguistic theory is too crude to

perrnit the a priori exclusion of any of

these variables as au important factor.
Until such a theory has been constructed,
rescamehers must simultaneously consider
a large number of ariables. Correlational
techniques provide the best available
method for doing so.

Thc point that should be emphasized is
that, while modern readability researchers
retain sonic of the techniques used by
earlier researchers, they have abandoned
much of the purely pragmatic approach
which persaded much of the early research.
The ultimate goal of modern correlational
research is to construct a theory of reada-
bility which will permit us to reduce this
area of research to an experimental science,
for to be sound a' technology of written
instruction can be based only on the
findings of experiments.

Education stands to gain much from the
fact that readability researchers have de-
fined their, task more broadly. Out of
modern readability research is growing a
body of scientific knowledge about the
nature of language comprehension and
language composition. This knowledge -is'
pros filing the basis out of which a tech-
nology of written instructional materials
is growing. This knowledge is providing
the b*asis of a theory of the psychological
nature of the processes people Ntilize ire

the comprehension and composition of
language. With this knowledge it will be
possible to make substantiul improvements
in the curriculum and instruction in reading
comprehension and language composition.

The papers contained in fhis series re-
flect this newer approach to readability.
Their authors analyze their subject matters
in much greater detail, base their analyses
upon the general bodies of linguistic and
psychological theory, and address them-
sell. es to the question of how readability
may be deliberately controlled and manip-
ulated as well as to how it may be pre-
dicted.

John IL Borinuth
Editor



New Developments in
Readability Research *

Teachers of reading and language arts
are avid students of readability research.
The objective of readability research is to
find out what features of language influence
the difficulty children have* in learning the
knowledge expressed in language. The re-
sults provide the specialists with the in-
formation they need to tailor instructional
materials to fit the reading abilities of

their students and with readability for-

mulas by which they can determine if

materials already prepared are suitable for
their students. Filially, by studying how
the many features of language influence
comprehension, readability research pro-
vides insights into t e nature of the corn-

,
prehension process, i self..

Recent Advance . The past few years
have seen rapid a d somewhat-startling
developments in re (lability-- research. For
example, the readability formulas available
only three years ago could, at best, predict
only 25 to 50 percent of the variation we
observe in the difficulties of instructional
materials. Today, we have not one but
several prototype formulas which are able
to predict 85 to 95 percent of the variation.
This high level of precision represents an
improvemen't of from 35 to 75 percent over
the validities of older readability formulas.
The purpose of this paper is to describe
the nature and results of some of the recent

Dr, Bortmith is un Associate Professor of Education
at the Uniersity of Chicago:
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research and the efforts currently being
made to forge our newly gained knowledge
into practical educational tools.

0

Areas of Advancement. Among the most
important events leading to the present
developments was the publication of two
books summarizing the readability research
done up to that time. One was by Chall
(1958) and the other by Klare (1968.).
From these books it became clear that
future readability research had to con-
centrate on three problems. First, a more
reliable method had to be developed for
measuring the difficulty children have in
understanding materials. Second, research-
ers . had to develop a real sophistication
in linguistics so tliat they could learn
to measure and describe the linguistic
features of materials that are really im-
portant in affecting comprehension. Third,
investigators had to analyze their data in
far more detail than they had up to that
time. What follows is an account of what
resulted when efforts were made to attack
each of these problems.

Measurement of Comprehension Difficulty

Problem. Until recently,' investigators
used multiple choice tests to determine the
comprehension difficulties of materials.
They made a test over each of the passages
they were studying, tested the students
after they had read each passage, and
then found the mean percentage of ques-
tions answered correctly. The test means
represented the difficulties of the passages.
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This method presented two problems.
First, because the test.was itself a reading
task, the investigator was never quite cer-
tain whether his test mean measured the
difficulty of the passage or just the difficulty
of the test questions. Second, these tests
could tell him nothing about how difficult
each word, phrase, or sentence in the pas-
sage was. ..

Construction of Clow Tests. Shortly be-
fore Chall and Klare published their books,
Taylor ( 1953 ) reported his 'first work with
the doze procedure. The doze readability
procedure can be used to make testsfrom
any passage of written language. To do5so,

the investigator selects the passage he
wishes to study, deletes every fifth word,'
amid replaces the deleted words with under-
lined blank spaces of a standard length..
The test is given to children who have not
previously read the passage, and they are
instructed to write in each blank the word
they think was deleted. Their responses
are scored correct when they exactly match
the words deleted, but disregard minor
misspellings. ,..

Advantages. Clore readability procedure
does not confuse the measurement of pas-
sage difficulty by injecting an extranedus
reading task into the process. It also has
the added advantage that investigators can
measure the difficulty of every word, phrase,
or sentence in a passage,.

Research.. The doze readability pro-

cedure drew the attention of readability
researchers who set about studying doze
tests to see if they were valid and ,reliable
measures of the comprehension difficulties

of passages. lea research has become too
extensive to review here, but Bormuth
( 1967a) and Rankin (1964) have each pub-
lished detailed analyses of this research.
In general, the research showed that doze
readability tests are highly valid and highly
reliable measures of the comprehension

IN 1968

abilities of students and of the compre-
hension difficulties of materials.

Description and Measurement of Language

Early researchers felt a need to make
their formulas so simple they could be
used CI ell by clerks having little technical
knowledge of language. For example, to
deterpiine the complexity of a word, the
analyst either counted its syllables or
looked it up to see if it was on a list of
words thought to be easy. To determine the
grammatical complexity of a sentence, the
analyst counted the number of words, and
sometimes the number of prepositions, in
the sentence. While it was. at that time,
important for formulas to be simple, the
old formulas vastly over-simplify the rich
array of langqge features that influence
its comprehension difficulty. The over-
simplification also contributed to the fact
that the old formulas were inaccurate.

Vocabulary Complexity. Present investi-
gators are probing more deeply into the
question of what makes a word difficult
to understand. It is a gross oversimplifica-
tion to say that the words on soma list have
been shown to be easier to understand.
This leaves us still asking which of a word's
many meanings did children understand
and why those, words are easier for stu-
dents. What follows is a discussion of some
of. the features of words currently. being
investigated.

Word Length. Children have always
thought of long words as hard and short
v ords as easy. 'Researchers have recently
rediscovered this fact and begun investi-
gating word length as a variable. Coleman
(1961) found that the mean length of the
words in passages has a correlation of -.90
with passage difficulty when length is

measured either in terms of letters or syl-
lables. Bormuth (1966) found correlations
-.76 and -.68, respectively, for the same
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measures. The uifferen«'s in the sizes of
the correlations found by Coleman and
Bormuth probably resulted only from dif-
ferences in the sariabilities of the passages
they studied.

Morphological Complexity. A ssord is

often a complex structure which may be
analyzable into a stem and a series of
inflectional, derivational, and lexical af-
fixes. This may be an important source of
difficulty in understanding words. Coleman

1966) found that passage difficulty had a
correlation of -.SS with the mean number
of affixes and stems into which the ss ords
in a passage can be analyzed and a cor-
relation of the same size with the number
of inflectional inorpliemes. Howes el., It

should be noted that this analysis yields
almost the same results as counting the
number of syllables in ssords.

Latin Base Syllables. Many of the ssords
III English contain syllables which can be
traced back to a Latin origin. Words con-
taming Latin base syllables gis e' the sub-
lectise impression of being abstract
Coleman and Aquino (1967) (7) haw
found that the difficulties of passages have
a correlation of -.81 with the proportion of
their syllables that had Latin bases.

Abstractness. Although there are almost
as many meanings of the ss ord abstractness
as there arc people who use it, nearly
everyone agrees that, wfratever it is, it
has an influence on the difficulty of a word.
Coleman (1966) devised a definition which
permitted him to count reliably the pro-
portion of nouns that referred to internal
mental states and found that this number
had a correlation of -.78 with passage
difficulty.

Frequency. It has long been known that
the frequency with which a word is used
has some influence on the difficulty people
have in understanding it. But, frequency
was thought to be a weak variable since
Lorge (19.19) had found only a correlation

3

of .51 between it and difficulty. More re-
cently, Bormuth (1966) has, shown that
frequency and difficulty have a curvilinear
relationship and that, when this fact is

taken into account, they have a correlation
of .66. Klare (1967), has taken the position'
that the frequency of a word may directly
reflect most of the other characteristics of
the word.

Grammatical Complexity. The degree of
intricacy of the grammatical relationships
between the parts of a sentence has always
been considered an important source of the
difficulty people have in understanding the
sentence. Until recently, the chief means
of assessing grammatical complexity con-
sisted of counting the number of words in
sentences. Two major objections can be
raised to considering sentence length as
the sole 'factor affecting grammatical com-
plexity. First, it forces us to accept the
dubious proposition that all sentences con-
taining the same numbet of words possess
the same degree of complexity. Thus, we
are asked to believe that the sentence
The man saw the boy who found the penny
which, was lost has the same degree of
complexity as The penny which the boy
whom the man saw found was lost. Second,
the number of words in a sentence does
not measure a natural unit of language. We
cannot simply add or chop off a few words
to make the sentence more or less complex.
Making a sentence more complex may or
may not increase the number. of words it
contains; and increasing the number of
words it contains may or may not increase
the complexity of a sentence.

The grammatical complexity of a sen-
tence actually results from the grammatical
structure of the sentence. Consequently.
modern researchers are investigiting.mea-
sures of grammatical complexity based on
the grammatical strlictures of sentences.
Their approach is firmly supported by the

d
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expermwnts performed IA Martin 1966 itetesting, aspect of the transform&
and Johnson k 1966.i. 19661)1 %%Inch demon- titan anahNis fs the fact that it can be used

straie that people the phrase strut- to measure %%hat ears researchers referred

tore of senten( es as te% process the to sithithek king the idea densjtv of

sentences. materials. Coleman ( 1966 ) found that hit
Syntactic Depth. lope ( 1960) de- proportion of %%ords that %%ere derived by

veloped an anal sis %%lin h obtains the 1111111 ioinaliting orbs and diucthes had cor-
bel. 01 grammatical lasts a reader must relations of .76 and 5 respectively: with
tempotaril hold III his mntor% as he passage alit all,. Many parts of speech
reads a sentence. the mole 11:resod transformations, also. Bormuth

grammatical tits the rt. must hold iu k 1966) found that couch of the various
his nu at .111% one hi e as li reads party of speech exhibits 1 correlations as

a sentence the Inure like he is to forget high as .51 with passage difficulty. For his
one of those fat is more Ruh he current studies. 13ormuth ( 1907b ) ( 1 ) has

15 to fail to comprehend Nome aspect of. deseloped an inventory of what seems to
the sententl Mai tin s 1966) has slum a be all the transformations found in English
that people's r( sponse, to sentent( s .lie and is stud% ing the effet ts of each trans-
closely related to the depth ineasines of formation on difficult.
the sentenc es. 13arnntth t 1966 1Tnturl .T

correlation ol -.55 Intw.e( a tIs pth .toti p., Out. ,teal Variables. Nlocler researchers

age difficult%. Frirthei, he found 1961, at. h/1 mg, be% ond the 5% ord and the sell,
that the effect:, produt ed II% depth %%. is t/ tats III 111111 the ((IM'S of language that

independent of those product %I I)% operate ti mt loto4rur segments of text to

tence length. influence cominehension. Rownlwrg ( 1966)

Aloililier Distant, sariatioi thu tonna unlitations that pa. ages contain-
depth ille.oti 1.5,15 tit r.lopt (I I.% Butilititil IlIg vw1(1, %%Ilia people tei l to associate

( ,1967 and is being imestigat(01 IA him taller are easier to .Beall. Cole-

ard by. Coleman and Aquino A 1967 , This man and Aydin. I 1967) are finding that
ariable measures the imnibel of %%olds anaphoric anal, s( 5 % ield %ariables that

oei urring Beiim eel' a %cord or phrase and predn t pas'sge difficulty. Anaphora are

the 5%()rd or phrase It modifies. on the %%ords or phrases Odell refer back to an

thor% that the binge' .1 granimatn.il fad earliet %cord of plraw in a passage. The

is ;held ua meminv. the mole lkel% 1,15 use 01 anaphora indicates the extent to

that it will be forgotten. Preliminar% It; %%lin a passage deals in cleptli 'with a
stilts indicate that there Is a coirelatioli of single topic. Sun e the %cork in this area

50 and -.90 hem rein this feature and is ooh beginning. it Is still too early to
passage difficulty. predict its outcomes, but, it seems

Transfiniational ('unplf say, A sent/ In( that gains iu this an a 5% ill hase great value

such as The little boy tan may be repro- in increasing our abilit% to predict and
wilted is resulting from a transformation «introl passage difficulty.
which embedded the kernel senten«.- The
hay u as little Readability Formulasinto the kernel senteuee
The boy ran. Coolth.k t 1965 has'argned Earl% insestigators had to deter the in

tliak to nitelpiet c seuteutt people most estgation of many important problems
transform a senteac back into its kernel until research in Other disciplines had made

tools available for studying those problems.
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As ma% be soon torn the Feuding dis-
tussion, scan pro% idcti read-

researt hers w ith niw and pos erful
tools for anal% /ing, language. Similarly. re
%earth tools became aailabit for stink ing
the problems ins oh ed in designing read

formufas. As at ft suit. 55e ha% t: now
learnt d enough to design out h sounder
radabilit% formulas.

Rt thlalalily, and atlmig Alnlati. A prob-
lem long troubling researchers was the
_question of %%littliel the features that in
hiii In 1(1 rt atiability for or readers also
infilienctrti the rt adabilt% ut 'mama's lot
more able rt rs. It tin saint leaturt s of
language e readablit% for both and
be the same amount, then at single and
fairly simple formula tau be used to predit t
rt adabilit% for all stiultlits. regardless of
tin ir lest! of a« omplishint iit in reading.
13ut it tfitrent features influent dtfht lilts
for %ttitictts of Jiff( ring le5els (if r«i(ling
aiLlio %timid or if the same features in-
tim nee difht tilts to difft n lit amounts, tin n
wt !mist Iles ( lop snort «Ample% and 1141-
bl-hill% diffurt nt kinds (JI borinulas.

i9661 studied tins probh ui ap4.1 found that,.
regardless of tin 'wry )11'; reading ability tin
same features u1 languagt that t mist (1 WI
ht oils tut lung ( ails( ti tlit saint Minima of
di& nit% for others.

Tin 1,,,t 55.15 duiibt, mot( it sting in (.111,1
some !HA ife htill that oils teacher, of

(time, hildo ri had to (nit I theilisi es

ith the readabilits of instrin tional ma
t( oats. It tan riot In said that language
has lust strong ail Hahn mu on %% hat
adults art able to it ani from matt mils as
it dot s uu 55 hat t hitch( are Ash to learn,

Shari's 01 au Reba iMiShip) A second
quo,stion ss as w Nether Of not the relation.
ship betveen language variables and the
chfht alts of that language was linear. ha-
(Adolph% is the thlieren«. diffit tilts be

5

is ern two and three %% liable words as
great as the difference in cliff-it ility between
se% en and eight syllable words? If mot, the
simple t orrulation tcliniqus used by early
researt hers %ild misleading iresialts. Bor.
moth 1966) found that many of the rela-
tionships showed %ary ing degrees of culla-
hir. For exampleitIcling another syllable
to a one s liable word increases its difficulty
far 110)re than adding another syllable to
at 5( Sun s% liable word. The 'same is true
of mato other features. Interestingly. it
55 as the Sariables most frequently used in
tin old formulas that showed the greatest
amount of «us attire. flume, future read-
abilit% formulas must include appropriate
transformotions of Mc asoiruMellts takers of
these features.

Form of III Formulas. The (ii reach
ability formulas were presentedtin t e fonn
of what is tailed a multiple 5ariabie. -it
equation. These equations base a char-
m triistie that makes then unsuitable for
use as nadability prectieti in formulas. To
use them s u must assum that any cor-
n Lanni ohs( Red In.tw eel two Yariables.
sas %cubit( (.1ength and w )rd length, must

^alwas t \ist anti that it must be of the
magnitude obsened in the ciliginal re-
seal-tit. This simph is not true of the Ian:
girage features used in most formulas. For
tAatripit it is a simple matter -to write long
or short SIlkIILL's using words of any
length we house. The result is that the
old formulas yield misleading results when-
user tale orrelatioi is any thing other than
the torrelation the formulas assume. Most
future rcadabilit% formulas will probably
be designed to pros nie a profile of the
level of difficulty represented by each of the
language features in a passage,

Summary
Readabiltk researchers hose made rapid

strides III the past few years, increasing

1J
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the maul; ()I readability lonnulas by as
much 75 percent. The reason lies largely
in the Litt that researchers in se\ eral

disciplines lia5( developed researdi tool,
which In.nvr aided greatly the study of
readabilih, Ps\ cluilughts dc5clopt 11

') tith (Joie procedure into an accurate and
't r( hablc method ()I masnring langnage (lit

kohl,. Linguists lia de5cloped (Icscrip-,
tions ()I 5arions leatures of language and_
thew (testi-10h. e (les ices ha% a Iwt..11 tinging

adapted into pow (lid 11e55 tr(1111h111(.5 lol

inasnring the leatilres of laugnage that
nillucnt t inuprcliension (bill( x.i1t5

Finally. AIN .111«'1 III our undetstanding ()I
the niatheinatu s Il5f 'CI in our .111.111,'Se5 hate
led to impro5 (11 designs for readabilih
Ionnulas. The result ()I thew a(15 .1111( e5 is

that. within a rear or two. educators will
has(' placed in their hands powerhil new
tools tor determinnilk it instructional ma-
terhils are suitable Ior4rob 'ts ith their stu-

dents, ()I giyiter long taiige importance.
we 55411 gain much more insight into till:
«niipreliension processes an0 into the pro-

("%50^% Whit II IIII1411Ii4t 111,15 l,e Mad('
more understandable.
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The Role of Word Frequency
in Readability*

User the years main hundreds of law
page sariables have been found to be
predicti% ely related to readability. These,
!lase es en included such seemingl

ones as percentage of words be.
ginning with lc, Ia, b,Cand c. Furthermore,
those mentioned In the recent analyse% of
Bormuth and Coltman ( 10) indicate
that the number of such sariables is prob-
abl limited more b) the linguist's resource,
fulness in quantifying muss charat teristics
of language than b anything else. Ole
who ss isles to, understand and control read-
ability is therefore faced ss ith the problem
of making sense of this profusion of
s ariables.

One way to a%oid !lasing to deal with
such an unmanageable number is to com-
bine the stscral most bighl predicti%e.
This is what the des dopers (41 readabilit
for 11,ts.e done. The common proce-
dure. of 'course. has been. to star w ith the
most prediede arialalC!then addd next
mott predietkr, etc., in a regression eqoa
tion, Tho(4,;( formulas with eight or more
variables lone been put together in this
way, most formulasAha%c been limited to
ht.( or three %ariables. The reason is simple
enough. be} and this point the amount of
predicti%e act urac bet out s sery
small compared with thtb\unount of ad-

Dr, KI ari rs Profey.or of Ndlolotty awl Dean
..1 the CoIIt tt.. 01 Art, att.I Suctit.t, at Ohio Um
seraty, Alton,

Thas..trt has kern o. pritit...1 Irmo the lattuatN.
11)44. 05stif. oil Hun. wart, 1.1004 N'oblte
p ice. 12-22.

GEORGE R. Kuck

ditunIal work needed for formula ap-
- plication.
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Word difficulty and sentence difficulty
A look Li, the two variables most often

used in formulas indicates that they are
k 1 t sums aspect of word difficulty, usually
frequenc,,,, and t2) some aspect of sen-
tence difficulty, usually length. Of the 31
formulas published up_ to 1960 [see Klare
(31 )1, 17 use a ss ord -count factor directly
and most others a related factor (c.g.vilkord
length ). Similarly, 12 use a sentence-length-
factor directly and many others use it in-
directly i e.g.: proportion, of simple sen-
tences in the sample sentences). Two foe-,
for analyses of the Gray and Leary matrix
21) of readability variables indicate es.

sentiall% the same (wo factors to be the
most important. Winton an 1 Danielson 1,5)
found that a -sot...titulary" factor accounted
for the greatest %ariance and a "c.atence
factorthe next greatest. Stulorow and New-
man (51) found that "relative difficulty of
words" accounted for 34, percent and
"relative sentence difficulty" 20 percent of
the total %ariance of 93 percent contrib-
uted b% the top ten factors they found:
k None of the remaining ten accounted for
inure than 8 percent of the variance, and
no others were therefore interi eted.)

No attempt will be made here to examine
in detail both word and sentence factors.
Attention will be restricted to words, and
iu particular to word frequency, not only
because it has been more 'dictive but
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also because studies of its effect provide a
better understanding of readability. In-

cluded implicitly with frequency, however,

will be the sub-concept of familiarity,"
as determined, for example, by Dale (12)
and used in his formula with Chall. As
shown by Noble (44), rated familiarity is
determined almost uniquely by frequency
( to the extent of an mdex of relationship of
.998 in his work),

Some t alues of word frequency
This first importance of word frequency

is not so surprising when viewed in* the
light of language' usage. It has long 1been

known that hmnans do not use different
words equally often, ;yen in the long run.
Instead, 'ome words are repeated very
frequently and others used very infre-

quently. The extent of the repetition, how-

ever, is much greater than is usually real-
ired. For vaple, French, Carter, and
Koenig ( 15 )' have reported that the 100
most frequent words made up 75 percent
of the total of approximately 80,000 words

in 500 telephone conversations. Coleman

11? has found that in speech the 100 most
frequent words make up approximately 49

percent of the total, It has been found that
though speech contains somewhat more
repetition than writing, the same tendency
does indeed hold. Wendell Johnson ( 29)

has collected a large body of data on this
entire phenomenon; following the philos-
opher Charles Peirce, he has also recom-
mended the use of "types" for the number
of different words in a passage and of
"tokens" for the total number of words.
One of Johnson's students, Mary Mann,
found that 25 percent of the total of 67,200

tokens used by 24 university freshmen in
writing their life stories consisted of only
10 types ( the, 1, and, to, was, my, in, of, a;

and it).
G. K. Zipf ( 60) has. in fact, found the

same genflal trend for many different Ian-

guage situations, as has E. L. Thorndike
(55), among others. Zipf has referred, to

this phenomenon as "equilibrium," and has
attempted to quantify it in the "standard
curve" Of English words. He has also at-
tempted to explain it in terms of what he
called the "Frinciple of Least Effort,"

which he saw operating in human behavior
other than language. The principle refers,

briefly. ;to. minimizing the "probable aver-
age rate of work" required to reach a goal
(i.e., send a particular message). Others
(e.g., Mandelbrot) have suggested modi-
fications of Zipf's work, but the basic notion

of humans minimizing the energy they use
when c6itimunicating remains a central fea-
ture. of language usage and one of the pre-
sumed bases for frequency findings.

A closely related aspect, also deserves
comment: the tendency for words to be-
come shorter as they are used more fre-
quently. Zipf is usually credited with first
having shown this relationship, arriving at
it from the observation that words become
shorter with length of time in the language
(time and usage being s themselves cor-
related ). Dramatic examples can be seen

in the reduction of "television" to "video" to

"TV" (or "television" to "telly" in Great
Britain ); "horseless 'carriage" to "car"; or
the reductions of agency names to letter
abbreviations such as NBA or WPA in the
alphabet days of the Thirtis.

What Zipf showed was that this process

occurred, in somewhat less dramatic fash-

ion perhaps, with most words. In the pro-

cess he gave this frequency-shortening
principle its clearest and most detailed
statement. Actually, like many another sci-
entific observation, it was made earlier and
simply went unnoticed by most writers.

Mata V. Bear (1), in an unpublished
Master's thesis eight years earlier at the
University of Chicago, found a close cor-

relation between Word length and fre-
quency of usage. Furthermore, this prin.

1 :3
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Word frequency as a cariabledplc found earls application in rcadabilit's
formulas. Rear had found the percentage
()I monosyllabic words in a selection to
pros ide a fair index of reading difficulty.
and G R. Johnson t 25! mad(' this the basis
of his formula.

4:v`*. Frequency and readability

Perhaps the earliest recorded es idence
that frequency was related to readability.
howeser, came over a thousand years
earlier Lorge ( 36) pointed out that the
Talmudists at that time made word and
idea counts of their manuscripts so that
they could use frequency of occurrence to
distinguish usual from 'unusual meanings.
Recognition of frequency's importance is
corroborated in a general way by Gray
( 20 ), who indicates that study of the ele-
ment, of difficulty began centuries ago
in unmeetiotx nth children's reading,
concrete es idVIICC Of this appeared in

Iti4O WIICI I Case of understanding in the
McGaiffey Readers was considered iu terms
of % ocabulary.

Important in the early work was the list
of 1.5(X) familiar Russian words provided
by N A. linbakin in 18S9. Just afterward
in 1S98. the German F. W. Kaeding pub-
lished Ins mammoth %void could It pro-
s nled a scientific base for the relttion of
vocabulary to reading difficulty .ind estab-
lished a basic vocabulary foundation (see
Lorge). It also set the stage for the 1921
appearance of E. I., Thorndike's The
Teacher's Word Book- (57). This book
was Of special importance because it be-

came one of the bases trot only for the
teaching of vocabulary in the schools but
also for the first measure of readability that
ean really be considered a formula, that
of Lively and Pressey ( 34 ) in 192:3. Two

ss ord books were subscquentl} pub-
lished by Thorndike (56),. and all three
played an important role in the develop-
mental history of formulas.

It is not surprising, then, to find word
frequency appearing as a variable in some
%say in most attempts at readability mea-
surement. What is. surprising is that rela-
tively little attention has been paid to a
closer examination of how word frequency
affects readability. It appears possible,
however, to gain at least a somewhat better
understanding by examining the many re-
cent experiments which have yielded be-
havioral correlates of word Frequency. The
remainder of this paper will be concerned
with such studies. No attempt has been
mach) to provide a complete review of:
vocabulary studies.la good reference here
is Dale and Razik (13)]; word lists and
frequency counts [see Fries and Traver
( 16) and Bongers ( 2 )1; or even al) studies
providing behavioral correlates of fre-
quency [Brow (6) reviews studies re-
lating frequency to recognition threshold
up to about the end of 1959, and Goss (19)
covers studies relating frequency to paired
associate learningb

Attention, then, has been Focussed on
those studies that can provide some help
m understanding how and why word fre-
quency is related to readability. Before
this question can be meaningfully examined,
however, a clear picture is needed of just
what is meant by "readability." A review
of the many validity studies of readability
formulas [see Klare (31)1 indicates that
the, readability of a passage or text can be
operationally defined in terms of the
following.

1. Efliciitcy of reading, The two vari-
ables most often used to measure ef-

I A list of .35 additional references whicth are rele-
sant to the remainder of this discuss]ian is avail-
abhi from the author. Note also the appearance of
Davis Ilowes', "A Word Camnt of Spoken English,"
'tonna/ of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior,
5 (December, 1966) 572-606.

9
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ficiency are average number words

read per minute ( or per second ) and

average number of words read re.
visual fixation (or its converse. as erage
number of fixations per word ).

2. Reader judgment. Tliis is sometimes
measured directly by asking readers
to rate or rank from two to a large
number of passages in terms of reada-
bility or preference; sometimes it is

measured indirectly by determining
the readership of two or more alterna-
tive versions of a passage or article.

3. Comprehension and learning. This is
most often measured by means of com-
prehension tests of the typical mul-

tiple-choice type. but the doze" pro-
cedure has come to be used recently.
[This latter method usually requires
that subjects fill in correctly the blank

spaces substituted for every fifth word
of a passage; see Taylor (53).] In ad-
dition to comprehension tests, mea-
sures of amount learned ( or immediate

retention ) and amount retained ( or

delayed retention) have also been

used.

Frequency and reading efficiency
With this baekground in mind, examina-

tion of the behavioral correlates of fre-
quency as related to readability can be un-
dertaken. First, the reading efficiency as-

pect of readability. ,' relevant series of
studies is that concerned with the effects

'of word frequency upon tachistoscopic

nwasurement at recognition and report,
which is very similar to measurement of
reading speed. Thee were precipitated by

a controversy over the relative ease of
recognition of neutral versus emotionally

disturbing words.
Historically, the experiment that seems to

have initiated the chain of studies was that

of Bruner and Postman 7 ). These authors
found that words of an emotionally ells-

tubing nature were more difficult to recog-

nize in tathistoscopic presentation than

neutral words. They came to describe the
raised recognition threshold as "perceptual
defense." A, related finding was that sonic
emotionally disturbing words were less dif-

ficult to recognize than others, which they

described as "perceptual sensitization." The

latter term seemeil to disappear from the
literature, but the former became the focus

for a prolonged controversy having effects

still being felt.
In the years immediately following, the

study of changes in recognition threshold

centered about the effect of personal ...-.1ues

and value-related words' [see Postman,
Bruner, and McGinnies (48 )]. The argu-
ments concerning perceptual defense

gathered force, however, with publication

of a study by McGinnies (40) of socially
disapproved, or "taboo," words. In his work

ht. noted that such words had significantly
higher recognition thresholds than neutral
words, and suggested that the difference

was due to the fact they were socially

taboo. McGinnies, however; did not control
for differences in word frequency ratings.
The taboo words used were sub6equently
shown by Howes and Solomon (24) to
have had much lower frequency ratings

th:lel the. neutral words. The threshold dif-
ference, they suggested, may well have
been due to this and. perhaps, to response

suppres,ion. McGinnies (39) subsequently

denied on the basis of his data, and
the contra ,ersy over the existence of per-
ceptual defense and its causes began in
earnest. The nature of perceptual defense
itself is not of concern here, but the be-

havioral correlates of frequency thus

initiated are. This latter topic will therefore

be the focus of attention.

Familiarity and recognition

The probable relationship of familiarity

of words to recognition and reaction were

1 5
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not completely unknown prior to this time.
Bruner and Postman, in their earlier study,
indicatM that the familiarity to subjects of
some of the words they used may haYe
been a factor along w ith perceptual de-
fense. But about this time Solomon and
Howes w ere engaged in studies Mild'
clearly demonstrated the relationship of
frequency of occurrence of words in En-
glish usage to recognition threshold. In one
study [Howes and Solomon (23 )1, 75
words differing in Torndike Lorge fre-
quency count were presented tachistoseop-
ically. It was found that visual duration
threshold was an approximately linear func-
tion of the logarithm of the relative fre-
quency vv ith which a word occurs in print.
The authors found product-moment corre-
lations between the two variables ranging
from .68 to .75, the negative vlues
indicating that high frequency' words have
a low threshold and low frequency voids
a high threshold. Many subsequent investi-
gators have verified this close inverse rela-
tionship betw een word-count frequency
and threshold.

Use of an estimate of language frequency
such as the Thorndike-Lorge tables pro-
vide cannot, of course, accurately indicate
the \frequency w ith which a given subject
( redder ) will have seen a given word.
Solomon and Postman (30) therefore used
experimentally controlled frequencies of
exposures (occurrences) ranging from 1 to
25 w ith pronounceable nonsense words as
stimuli. Recognition thresholds once again
varied inv ersely w ith frequency of prior
usage. Many other investigators reported
similar results. The better control made
possible by using experimentally produced
frequency rather than the less precise esti-
mate based on samples of language, such as
the Thorndikc-Lorge tables provide, can
be seen in a study by King-Ellisin and
Jenkins (30). These authors repOrtrd the
extreme correlation of .99 between taehis-

16

toseopie exposure time and the logarithm
of frequency.

These studies clearly suggest that word
frequency, by its effect on visual recogni-
tion treslo,id, can increase reading effici-
ency through more rapid word recognition.
Exited\ hate this effect on recognition
threshold is produced, however, became
the subject of a new controversy. It was
first clearly stated) in the work of Coldm-
mond and Hawkins (18). The presumption
in the studies up to that point was generally
that increased frequency aided visual per-
«ption. Coldiamond and Hawkins, how-
ever, demonstrated that it affected response
probability or response bias. They used
nonsense syllables with frequencies built
up experimentally in the manner of Solo-
mon. Instead of presenting these syllables
in the tachistoscope for recognition, how-
ever, they presented no verbal stimuli at
all. Their subjects were not aware of this,
haying been told that the stimuli were pres-
ent but below threshold, and when asked
to respond they naturally gave nonsense
syllables. The relationship between the
logarithm of frequency of presentation and
"recognition threshold," however, was of
the same order as that found when stimuli
had been presented, as in the studies cited
above.

Coldiamond and Hawkins' work initiated
a new set of studies designed to resolve
the visual perception versus response prob-
ability (or bias) explanations. Conflicting
results were found, some favoring a per-
ceptual and some a response explanation,
and some both. Perhaps the best conclusion
that can be drawn is that of Zajonc and
Nieuwenhuyse (58); response bias can be
clearly demonstrated when no stimuli are
present, but when they are present and
when a stringent recognition criterion is

employed, response bias plays a negligible
role. Put another way, it might be said that
frequency of occurrence of words can have
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both effects. depending upon the "reading"

circumstances. Each of these might be
seen in the reading efficiency aspect of
readability, as di,csed below.

Readability as efficiency
Cherry (8) has suggested that a reader

hypothesues what he w ill see in an im-
mediately forthcoming fixation on the basis

of what he has seen in the immediately
precedgofixations. Thus, frequency of oc-
currence of groups of words in such phrases
as "of the . . ." or "by means of the . . ."

would jinn i& an occasion for response
bias to occur. That is, when a reader sees
the first ss ord of uch a phrase, he is likely

to expect the second and would doubtless
respond with it if asked to hypothe i7C
what it might he. In fact, it has been shown

in studies of chile procedure and cif "pre
dictability" [Rubenstein and Aborn (49)1
that such response bias can indeed occur
In the former studies, subjects were

( usually ) asked to fill in -cery fifth word
deleted from a text , as, indicated earlier),

in the latter, subjects were asked to preclicIt
each successive s ord of a text. The high
probability of correct response. that was

found is doubtless a function of many
factors, such as syntactic rules and familiar-

ity with the topic, but frequency also
clearly plays a part. While it is uncommon
for a reader actually to find u ords deleted
from his text (as in these studies ), it is

not i so uncommon for the similar situation
in iHnch his attention wanders or in which

----4---
2A(ter this paper was written an article by I) E.
Broadbent, "Word-frequency Effect and Response

Bias," appeared [Psychological Review, 74 (Janu-
ary, 1987) 1-15), In it, the author argues that a
reSponse bias hypothesis is sufficient to explain the
results of the available studies. 1k believes that
c'inmon (frequent) words are perceived more
r slily than uncommon because of a prior bias in
f wor of the common words, which combines with
'ensoiy evidence favoring the objectively correct
word. As can be seen, this is more a re-definition
pf ,"response bias" than a disagreement with the
two-effect explanation suggested here.

1.7

a word is written or printed unclearly. It is
in such instances that response bias. as a
correlate of frequency. may contribute to
readability.

Frequency may also contribute to reada-
bility when words are present and are
clearly seen by the reader, The way in

which this effect may occur is related to
the early finding ( historically ) that words
are perceived as patterns. It seems quite
clear that, as Bricker and Chapanis (4)
have stated, recognition of complex stimu-

lus patterns such as words is not all-or-

none. As exposure values increase, partial
perceptions of increasing degrees of com-
pleteness and accuracy occur, and even-
tually a subject reports a stimulus correctly.

The effect of frequency in this situation
can be seen in a study by Haseley (22). He
tested glare's hypothesis that the amount
c percentage) of a verbal stimulus 'neces-
sary fol recognition would be a function
of its frequency of occurrence. He used a
"word mutilator" with a mask to succes-
sively expose portions of English words of

differing Thorndike-Lorge frequencies and
,words of differing experimentally-created
frequencies. lie found a relationship be-

tween the logarithm of frequency and the
percentage of a word necessary for recog-

nition that was especially dear-cut in the
case of the nonsense words.

Word frequency has another related ef-

fect on reading efficiency. As indicated
earlier, it has been shown that words tend

to become shortened with increased time
and usage in a language. This in turn af-
fects efficiency through the fact that shorter
words have a lower recognition threshold

than longer words [see McGinnies, Comer,

and Lacey (41) or Newbigging and Hay

(43)1.

.Visual fixations and readability
This tendency appears to play a part in

the finding of Klare, Shuford, and Nichols
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that tlu iiieastires %%Inds

ft all per L isual fixation and number ol
word% rt all per st.t_tlid aft' both signifi

alit I% int 'past d 111 mole rt adabh as op
',wall to less rt tid.thIc material. A subse-
quent study ( unpublished I Was 111,11.10 to
(10(1-mine whether or mu the Acne el-
le( is %%ere due ninhi to the tact that tl
.I"( LL (nil length was shortei in the
Inote n atlable than till It's readable Lt i
%loci In this Antic+, added whit( span( was
plated lit tW I el, the words ua the mono
readabh %( rson so that it occupied the
saw( total lineal %pair as tht les% leadable
x( ision. It was lound that while the num-
b( r (i1 w old% rt all per fixatioh uu lonir,er
diller«I signal( antlx, the number 01 ords
read per se( 011(1 still show ed a signifitant
(Willem(' Louring the inure r( adabh
:do "I`hus the fait that liequene,, of ',sage
tends to pioditie sholtened Lt onks Lan be
st en to pla at part, alt least iiisoLivs the
fixation measure ut ( is ioneered.
Rut as the reading speed lilt Shutt

this is not the (mix part plaxeil ht Ire-
(pit net, ot btu %surds of equal length, the
'none frequent w ill still tend to be leported
first.

To 'limn alit the (.11( its of fretful Ili) 01
tit t 1111(tµ t of %%tads 111)011 the reading el-

fit lent' ,asp(( t ul leadabilit. the follow ing
may be said. "I'lic frequency of occurrence
(,1 the winds used Is piobabl% a 111111)1

la( kg in all( k tint!, both %%orils read pi
fixation and pet seituid tt %anal manilal.
As li equt iis ASC.) III

wading effitenty are piodut ed. Tht limit,
of thus are not known, although
studie,, of frequent .111d of praetite ( ffect
suggest it is probabl ith the
greatest effect produced it incicasing the
frequenc of low-ficquelie lather than
lugli-fruipterK% %%olds. Nor is it clear
w 'tether the iesult is due to response bias
or pert (phial tat nlitaltwu, although both
appear 111.(+1!, under tel leading Lir-
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umstant es, Frequency plays a further role
through it% relationship ith word length,
sin«. shorter w ords haLe a lower threshold
than long,ei in(l since less of a frequont
LL old need be seen fin recognition to take
place +.

Fulitiowy and prefence
Siii e word frequency clearly appears to

pla a part ill the reading efficiency aspect
of ietklabilit, does it also play a part in
the at euptabilitN of k preference for) more
wadable as opposed to less readable ma-
terial? Rele ant data here are much less
numerous than in the case of reading ef-
fk ient.. A number of studies have shown
that it adeis prefer a monc readable to a less
wadable Lersion of a passage, but few
studies suggest the extent to which this may
b( due to word frequency. Studies by
Swanson (32) and I.udwig (:38), however,
showed greater rcadeiship for text versions
with shorter or easier LL ords versus Lersioks
with longer or harder words. A study by

Mabrs, and Gustafson (:33) show-
ing a dose ielationship between judgments
of L ersions as "eaSV to read" and us "pleas-
ant to read" ( tetrachorie correlations rang-
ing hum .S6 to .97 ) also suggests that such
pieterences max be based upon word fi++-
(iliciiiN thiotigh its effect upon reading
efficiency ).

A series of +Audi( s It> Ronald Johnson
and his associates lends some support to
this hypothesis a well as suggests a more
direct relationship het veil frequency and

Johnsoir. Thompson, and
Friele (28, found that greater frequency
of (kiurrence of English words was re-
lated to inlicased "goodness" on the s-
inantk differential (to the extent of a cor-
ielation of .63). Rated goodness, in turn,
was 'elated to sisual duration threshold
(and thus, presumably, to reading effi-

e'ieiie ). These authors found, further, that
manipulation of the frequency of nonsense
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words produced a systematic variation in

their rated goodness. Frincke and Johnson
(17) also found that the relation between
frequentN' and goodness persisted even
when pronunciability was held constant
through the use of homophones. In subse-

quent studies. Johnson. Frincke. and Mar-
tin (27 ) and Johnson, Weiss. and Zelhart
(26) found goodness related to meaning-
fulness. and in the first study once more
found goodness related to visual duration

threshold. Newbigging (42) similarly

found had "words on the semantic dif-
ferential to have higher thresholds than

good" or "neutral- words.
In summary, the effects of frequency of

occurrence of words upon preference for
a more readable over a less readable ver-
sion appears to result from one or the

other of two possible effects, or from both.

First. the frequency of occurrence of a

word is related to its rated goodness. thus

producing a possible direct effect upon
preference. Second. the rated goodness of

a word is related to its visual duration
threshold. thus producing a possible in-
direct effect upon preference by affecting
the reading ease of a text, since ease and

preference are themsels es related.

Frequency and comprehension
The. evidence thus indicates (hat fre-

quency of occurrence of words affects both
the reading ease and preference aspect of

readability. Does this \ ariable also affect

the comprehension and learning aspect of

readability? As for comprehension. it was
precisely becaus4, educational eyperience
indicated that more common words wee
more comprehensible that the first sword
frequency studies were made. As a corol-

lary to. and refinement of, their counts of

word frequency, ',orgy and Thorndike
(37) extended this work to counts of the
frequency of word meanings (dictionary
meanings). Once again, the purpose was

to help teachers and textbook writers avoid
undesirable rarities of word meanings (and
thus increase comprehensibility) in their
writing and speaking.

Lage and Thorndike began their count
of word meanings by excluding the 500
most frequent Words. They soon discovered,
howeser, that the most common words have
the largest variety of meanings, and there-
fore included them: in fact, their count of

these words has been separately published

and is peihaps its most useful outcome
(35).

Both Zipf;(59) and Thorndike (54) have
pointed out that the number of dictionary
meanings of a word is related to its fre-

quency of occurrence and to its age in the
language (presumably an index of fre-

quency). It is logical to ask at this point
whether or not the existence of a large
number of meanings might not cause inter-
ference. thus rendering the more frequent
winds /es s comprehensible. As this writer
has pointed Out elsewhere, a hierarchy -of

frequencies exists among the various dic-
tionary meanings of a word in the semantic
count. Thus, use of a highly frequent word
will most often tend to involve use of a
highly frequent, and presumably compre-
hensible, meaning.

Frequency and learning
On the question of whether word fre-

quency will dearly affect the learning of
written material in much the same way it

affects comprehensibility there is some-

what contradictory information. Noble has
made a series of studies of the relationship
of word frequency, familiarity, and mean-
ing. lle has measured meaning both as
number of synonyms subjects van give tic)
a word (45), which is similar to the Lorge-
Thorndike-Zipf definition, and as number
of continued written assoelatiom subjects\

can give within 60 seconds (47). In both \
cases. the relationship between frequency

1.)
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and meaning indices has been found to be
very high (up to an index of relationship
of .92). Using, his indices, Noble has found
that both familiarity of %% oils and word
meaning (46) enhance perfonnanee in

serial verbal learning.
Deese (14), on the other hand, has ques-

tioned whether there is in essential re-
lationship between 's ord frequency and
the measure of free recall. Ile bilieves that
free recall is, instead, a ['ction of the
readily ay ALIN(' associations among high
frequency winds. Considering the demon-
strated relationship between frequency and
number of associations, however, suggests
that frequency may still be the important
underlying factor. Cofer (9), in comment-
ing on Deese's position, takes the point of
view that frequency of experience plays a
role in recall through "response availabil-
ity." This term refers to the hierarchical an
rangement of words in a person's response
repertoire (as "response bias," it was also
felt to be a significant factor in the word
recognition studies described earlier).

Summary: frequency and comprehension
To summarize, the effects of frequency

of occurrence of words upon superior com-
prehension in more as opposed to less
readable material takes seyrial forms. First,
increased frequency itself seems to play a
role, as does the concspontling nal ease in
ay ailable meanings as frequency ivaleases.
The existence of a hierarchy among mean
mg equenties apparently reduces the in-
terference effects that might otherwise re-
sult when numbers of meanings are pos-
sible. Second, serial yerbal learning ap-
pears to be improved, and perhaps free
'recall and other measures of learning also.
This latter may be due ,either to the pres-
ence of a hierarchy of available words or to
the Mei eased associations t greater mean-

\

ing; c,1 high frequency aS opposed to low
frequency words.

M indicated earlier, the results of studies
relating word frequency to comprehension
and learning !lase not been as clearcut as
those relating word frequency to reading
ease and preference. A possible resolution
is suggested by some recent work by Cole-
man (10). Ile found a high positive cor-
relation between the frequency of content
words in 12 passages and comprehension as
measured by summed doze scores, as
would be expected. For function words
such as "the" or "or), however, he found

a high negative' correlation between fre-
queues and doze swes. As he shows, the
overall diva of frequency may therefore
be lost under certain circumstances. Of
particular note is the likelihood that this
vs ill occur in speech and in beginning read-
ing. Coleman's work thus suggests that
%dried and refined counts of frequency may
be very fruitful in the study of readability.

Frequency of occurrence of words, as
this paper indicates, clearly plays an all-
pervasive role m language usage. Not only
do humans tend to use some words much
more often than others, they recognize
more frequent words more rapidly than less
frequent, prefer them, and understand and
learn them more readily. It is not surpris-
ng, therefore, that this variable has such a
central role in the measurement of read-
ablty. As further know ledge is gained of
the t muinstanees under which word fre-
gurney for an individual Mereases, it is

probable that understanding and control
of readability can be still further improved.
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E. B. CoustAN

Experimental Studies of Readability *

Part
Stimulus Dimensions that Affect Readability

This paper has tw o major these~.

1. A promising research strategy for gain-
ing an understanding of language be-
has for is to collect a huge matrix of
functional relations that plot the effects
upon language skills exerted by lan-
guage characteristic s. Experimental
studies of readability will provide many
Of these functions.

2. The _1 f w we studies e has e at present.
crude and incomplete as they are, will
be sufficient to male massive improve-
ments in the teaching capacity of text -
books -.at least at the first-grade and
preschool level. To make equally mas-
sive improsements at the adult level.
howeser, ss e must study the effect of
language characteristics that exist be-
tween sentences and between para-
graphs. This will require developing
efficient techniques for measuring un-
derstanding.

Let us say that au experimental studs of
readability investigates the effect that a
characteristic of prose exerts upon some
reading response such as speed of reading

Professor Coleman is Chairman of the Otology
Department at the lints ersity of Texas ut El Paso.
At the time this paper v as valitteli lie t.as on
leave and sets lug as Project Islanager for the
Southwest Regional Laboratory in Inglesood. Cali-
fornia.

This article has been reprinted from issues of
Elementary English. Part I appeared in February.
1968. Volume XLV, pages 166-178. Part II, Mardi,
1965, Volume XLV, pages 310.323, .331

or degree of understanding. Let us call
the characteristic of prose a stimulus di-
mension and call the measure of readability
a response meaSure. Thus, an experimental
study of readability plots a reading re-
sponse as a function of a stimulus dimen-
sion of prose. it plots an S-R function.
Linguistics and the psychology of verbal
learning provide a list of stimulus dimen-
sions; word familiarity, wo"d length, type-
tokei ratio. abstract noun ratio, clause-to-
kernel ratio. etc. We also have an extensive
list of respiniSe measures: the reader's abil-
it to answer que-.tions about the passage.
his ability to memorise the passage word
for ss ord. his ability to fill in a doze test
based upon the passage, his ability to fol-
low instructions prescribed in the passage,
the information he gains lw reading the
passage, and others.

Thus, we already has e a vast taxonomy
of stir mills dimensions and an extensive
set of response measures. What we need to
pros ide next is a huge matrix of functions
graphs that plot each of the response mea-
sures as a' function of each of the stimulus
dimensions that affects it. This paper will
res 'esy a restricted sample of the available
literature w ithin an outline that will de-
scribe how we can pros ide such a matrix.

In this paper, I will introduce several
.variables such as spelling and phonic regu-
larity that are, usually not included in

studies of readability. While these variables
are of slight importance in determining

18
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readabilit for adults. thus are eel eonsider-
al& importance III determining readabilits
for six sear olds. A thesis of this paper is
that the most fertile field for experimental

IS one that focusesstudies of readabelits
ten first-grade material.

In fact, one purpose of this paper is to
stimulate interest in experimental studies
of readability by showing the massise im-
pros ement they could make in the teach-
ing capacits- of primary reading materials.
I hope to show that giseii a data base pro-
s Bled les experimental studies of reacla-
Inlets , %turns 1.111 lee constructed that are
simple enough for a fist! sear 01(1 to read
after .1 fess minutes of casual instruction
simple enough to nahle us to teach pre-

hoolers to it ad at home les telesision
simple enough tee pros ale material within
the e tempt:teller eel the mntalls and cul-
tural's devils edsiiiiple t inetig,li to wake It
%s u1 hide to teat it deaf (bikini' to read
at sets seeking ages and reduce the mental
ietaidation that results from their insula-
tion from language. hi short, I hope to
show that little books tan lee eomstructed
;Shah are so t ass to lead that dies ss all

&Lenge the %%bilk 11.1t111C of the readiness
prog,rain for pre Se hoofers see Fig. II for

eX.11111)11. tel slit II a book ).

The characteristics of an elfectise pro-
gram of resume 11 upon re adalulits will lee
discussed under three headings.

I Tilt tel A111)1110,, (kilt ovum,00 should
lee. organized -Ash !male alb so that

callt gain a t Aurelia us ens 11:11 11 Itil

111111111111.1111 number 1)I t. ptruneuts.
2 There should be an equalls ssste.-

imam. arras of response measures, in-
cluding those of most interest such as
eompreln'llS1011 and infonnation gam.

.3. The experiments should be performed
upon ielcsant populatlOnsrelesallt
111111illat IWO of language materials
as ,sell as relesant populations of

19

readelsand the experimental design
should alloss us to generalize Fimul-
taneousls to all populations of interest.

I ss 111 (liscus, the first heading in Part I.
The second and third will be discussed in
Part II.

1. A Systematic Organization
of Stimulus Dimensions

Linguistics and the psychology of verbal
learning base pros Wed a large number of
stimulus dimensions that affect the diffi-
cults of printed language. We also has e a
large array of response measures. Obviously
we cannot collect all possible S-R functions.
unks .1 tins sample of strategically located
ones. Years could be wasted by an un-

stematic attack on a problem of this
magnitude. A sstematic approach would
first organize the stimulus dimensions into
a grid. Then the ins estigator could select a
kw stimulus dimensions spatted at equal
steps across the grid and relate them to
measurcs of seam! behavior. If this pro-
duced no eohrent oven iew, then addi-
tional experiments ss mild relate intermedi-
ate stimulus dimensions to the same mea-
sures of verbal behavior. As the grid
became dotted w ith systematically located
S-11 functions. a coherent picture would
emerge and the gaps could he bridged by
interpolations.

To illustrate a systematic organization
of stimulus dimensions, I will use a re-
search program whose purpose is to col-
lect the data that will permit ,us to design
the most readable books possible for first
graders.

Abuse and beyond the magnitude of the
lmpros ements that are possible with be-
ginning material, there are important meth-
odological reasons for beginning experi-
mental studies of readability at this level:
k 1) In beginning reading, the skills can

24
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In dihtl, led Hatt ihilled asstk late learning
and the simpler forms of concept forma.
tam. Experimental lispilologists know how
to measure these skills n tightly controlled
laboratory experiments. In later reading,
however, t timprelienaon, in gam,

critical esaluatiot . esthetc enjoyment. and
other skills beciant important. \Ve know
ser lit tie Anna Ineststiring these latter
skills, much .tilt illars work must he done
before we (sill measure them with adequate
precision. (2, In beginning reading, the
language population is snnaII and ss ell (lc-
fined It is restricted to a few hundred com-
mon words. In later reading. how (*set', the
langliage population betunit's large and
poorly defined

Let ns organize the stimulus dim( nsions
that alter t the readabilits of In ginning, ma
terial Witt some sort 01 sxstmatu matrix.
At the present prehinmar> state of data
collection there is litt.e reason to prefer ow
organization to another. Here is one. (a
The reader distinguishes the letters. b

Ile packages letters and their sotinds into
words Ile also rectul,rnizes words as wholes.

c a Ile packages word into higher gram-
matical units such as phrases and

d I le paekages these Hitt) still higher
order unitsparagraphs, stories, t tt .

These but steps w III sers e to step off

our matrix of stimulus dimensions in sill
Inalit detail tut prehmmars data t ollet

non. I.ater, as data al.CHIIIIllate, the matrix
will be graduated in finer detail bx in-
serting intermediate steps.

A Dtslingutshing the Lett( rs

It is dear that the readability of ma-
terial Ior first graders call be improsed 1),

increasing the legibility of the letters. \Ve
are not free to design an entirels new set
of characters. how (ler. there are many
type fonts in use. and surely letters from
different fonts can be combined to form an
alphabet whose characters are more dis-

I S IN 1965

tinguishable from one another than any
existing set.

A recent stud that is relexant to the
Irgibilit of beginning material is one by
Popp IS ). l shag non reading kinder-
garteners as subjects, Popp compared each
letter with eser) other letter. Iler result
was a confusion matrix snowing 110w often
these children confused each letter with
t st r\ other letter. Rank-ordered as to the
number of times they were confused with
one another, the most frequently confused
pairs \s ere. d-b, d-q, d-p, b-p,

k-y, -e, d-h, It -n, h-y.
Popp presented her letters in isolation,

but in reading, the letters are imbedded in
words and the child is able to distinguish
upward protruding from downward pro-
truding letters. It is not 'unreasonable to
assinne,that tit must frequently confused
pairs might he different if the letters were
presented to the children embedded in
psetabasords In all unpublished experi-
ment, 12) tested this assump-
tion, but her pattern of results was almost
the smile as Popp's. Ilimelstein tachisto-
slopicall projected a stimulus letter sur-
rounded b, two (opo) and then asked
the child to pick out that letter from a pair
surrounded by as t °No). She tested only
the pairs that Popp had found most fre-
.itientl confused. Rank-ordered as to num-
br of times they were cool used by the chil-
dren, Ilimelstein's pairs were: p-q, d-b,
d-p, b-p. h-q. k-y, h-n, d-h. c-e,

By combining letters from different type
fonts and by making slight changes in the
characters. it is easy to flake many of the
abuse pairs ser, distinguishable from one
another. Some letters may he printed iu

sersions of the capital shapes so as to
eliminate confusions between h-x, 11-s, L-i,
etc. The letter q is always followed by u.
Why not print them as a ligature (0 and
thus eliminate contusions between q and p,
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If these suggestions vs ere followed. of
course thi letters could l lesigned to be
more esthethalls pleasing han in their
above form.

I have tested modifications similar to
the above in a series of experiments. M
most recent experiments compared tradi-
tional to experimental versions of the follow -
mg pairs. p-q, d-b, d-p, b-p, lm -n, a -n, and
1-i. A letter wasrojected tachistoscopically
for .10 seconds between two U's k ()do h and
a non-reading kindergartener was asked to
pick that letter from a pair surrounded by

odbo i.As might be expected. es ery
experimental pair was significantly more
legible than its eonsenticnini_vounterpart
(by at least the 03 Tlw surprising

was the amount of difficulty the
children had in distinguishing the conven-
tional p-q and d-b. Our preschoolers did no
better than chance 7S errors to 74 correct
choices,

'Co summai we the (sperm-R.11W studies
of legibilits as the% affect beginning
readers. the consTentumal alphabet eon-
tas .1 number of pairs that are frequently
coniused by beginning readers. It would be
.1 simple 'natter to alter the pairs slightly so
as to make them less confusing. Further-
more. since most of these alterations would
%itnpi} require that we' select letters from
several type (Ants such as capitals. and
lower case ). almost no negative transfer
should occur. We would nut he addingianv
new characters to be learned, we would
simply be changing their sequence of in-
troduction for young children.

B. Packaging Sounds and Letters into
Words

This step is concerned with look -and -say
reading and with phonics. There are experi-
mental studies of readability that suggest
%%ay. to improve readability according to
either subskill of reading.

Look-and-Say Reading. Woodworth (24

summarized a group of studies that sug-
gested that word shapes are recognized as
wholes. The studies suggested that words
would become easier to distinguish from
one another if the alphabet were rede-
signed to increase the distinctiveness of
word shapes. Specifically. the studies sug-
gested that word shapes would become
more distinctive if we created an alphabet
with equal numbers of upward protruding,
downward protruding, and non-protruding
lettersalso with an equal number of angu-
lar and cursed letters. Since 1938, there
have been a number of sporadic tests of
Woodworth's sugge_tion (e.g., Byrne, 3),
but no sustained program of research on
the problem.

Recently. in an unpublished study, Des-
berg ( 10) showed that word shape can
play an important role in word recognittor
by non - reading preschoolers. Ten trios of
pseudowords that differed to a minimum
degree in word shape were prepared (e.g,
(wen, uosa, suanz) and compared to trios
that differed to a maximum degree (e.g..
Our. ruyc, roan). A pseudoword was pro-
jected tachistoscopically and ten non-read- .
ing preschoolers were asked to select it

from a trio. All ten children made fewer
mistakes when selecting tords whose
shapes differed to a r.taximum degree (p<
.001). The experiment was interpreted as

idence that a lower-case alphabet could
1w canstructxl that would increase the
legibility of words for beginning readers.
Such an alphabet can be constructed by
substituting a few capitals for their ,lower
ease counterparts and by making a few
other equally slight changes.

To summarize the studies of an alpha-
bet that would maximize distinctiveness of
whole word shapes. the studies to date
have not shown word shape to be a large
source of sarlan,:e in determiningreada-
bility for adults, nevertheless, there is rea-
son to behest that a sustained program of
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research could des clop an alphabet that
would significantly improsr readabilih for
first graders.

Length. The length of words clearly af-
fects the ease of recognizing them in look-
and-say learning. Most readability formulas
have some measure Of word length, but
length in syllables, length in morphemes
and length in letters are all highly corre-
lated. They can, however, be disentangled.
To the extent that words are processed
visually, length in letters should affect read-
ability. To the extent that words are pro-
cessed vocally, length in syllables should
affect readability. To, the extent that they
are processed mentally, length in mor-
phemes should affect readability.

In an incomplete, factorial design, I re-
cently measured the independent effects
of length in letters, length in syllables, and
length in morphemes. I tachistoscopically
projected six words for 1.0 second and
asked my subjects (college students) to
memorize the six. MY measure was number

3
8

name

6

4

/
2 morpHern..._//

CC
1 mo"C(rpnerne

i t I 1

2 4 6 8 10 12

LENGTH IN LETTERS

Figure I
Mean exposures to memorization plotted
as a function of word length in letters. The
parameter is word length in morph'emes.

of exposures to memorization There was no
significant effect due to syllables. Figure I
shows the effect due to letters and mor-
phemes. To the extent that memory for a
lift of words is part of reading, length in
letters (visual processing) and length in
morphemes mental processing) appear
more im ortan than length in syllables
( vocal processing

Frequency. The 'frequency with which a
word is used affects the ease, of recognizing
it. Klare ( 14 ) has provided a convenient
summary of the effects of freqtiency on
readability.

It need only be added that the usual
word counts may be deceptive for first
graders. For first graders, the frequency
counts should be based on speech, not
printed material. There are certain words
that ocur frequently in print ( will, would,
did, am, etc.), but seldom as whole words
in speech. These words usually occur in
reduced form etc.), and they
may be difficult for the child to recognize.

Phonies: Learning the Sound-Letter As-
sociations. All readers sound out words or
parts of words, but this reading skill has
more influence on readability in beginning
reading than in that of later years. Before
a child can sound out a word, he must have
learned the sound-letter associations. This
is ordinary paired associate learning, and
according to the usual three-stage analysis
( Underwood and Shultz, -22 ), the degree to
which a child learns any particular sound-
to-letter association would depend upon
three factors: the legibility of the letter,
the response strength of the sound, and any
previous association between the two.

We have already discussed the legibility
of letters in A above. There are several in-
dices available that measure the degree to
which the child has mastered the phonemes
of English. One measure would be studies
such as those of Templin (21) that measure
the age at which the child first uses the

2'1
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phoneme, Gauentn. and Jones I hat(
pros tiled a second nastire. Thus tallied
the hequenel, \\ Itli Inch the difierent
phonemes oecualed III children's spec( h.

They found that the consonant phoncnies
oceuried ui the follow lug order when
ranked from highest to low( st. n. I, t,
d. u , 1, k. etc.

Li ant ordnigir% pauied OSSOC late le,uning

task. Beithansk t 1 measured the ease
ith ss hit It non-reading pi esehoolers

learned a of solind-to-h-tki as-

sot4ath/11s, that IS. he measured the eAse
with which the\ learned to pronounce a cr-
tam longs. As might In. expected. he found
a strum!: fietpients effect, the child learned
the pronunciation to be associated 55 ith a
certain letter %el.% easik if the pronuncia-
tion was a phoneme \\ hat ocuiried Ire-
quentl tit English.

Berchanskys experiment suggests that for
beginning readers at least, a story might be
more readable if the pronunciation of its
letters were frequentl% oectin Mg phonemes.
Before discounting phonenn control cis im,,
practical. one should remember that the
soabolan of In.:4'1111111g material is tightl
controlled. Just as tie control vocabulars.
we can also control phonemes. A gifted
cartoonist can \\ rite a ,tors ss ith 011/ three
or foul 15 ords, If the letters and phonemes
as well as the words were carefully chosen.
the story could be read by an as crap. four
year old ( see Fig. II ).

This is not to sal that Berdiansky's ex-
periment' provides us with all the data we
need for phoneme selection Among other
things, we need to know if a child ss ill
induce the basic phonic concept ( sounding
out new words 1 more easily if his be-
ginning reading material is restricted to

certain classes of phonemes. For instance,
sounding out an unfamiliar \\,ord would
seem more difficult if the beginning ma-
terial consisted mostly of stops and affri-
cates (p, b, t, (1, k, g, j, and ch ) because

these sound~ arc most difficult to pronounce
in isolation. The child inevitably learns
sounds such as pith, huh, etc. If Berdian-
sks's experiments were supplemented by
a luny or so similar ones, we would be
able to practice phoneme selection in be-
ginning wading materials as we now prac-
tice vocabulary restriction.

Plumb s. Regu/arity. One of the subskills
of reading is the ability to sound out words.
For first graders in particular, it is rea-
sonable to assume that readability of ma-
terial 11111 %any according to the degree of
phonic regularity in that material and also
according to the particular, phonemes per-
mitted in that material:Currently there are
tss o major systems for regularizing English,
the Initial Teaching Alphabet (ITA ) and
Bloomfield's linguistic system. Both have
considerable flaws.

The Initial Teaching Alphabet must mis-
'spell 757 of the words in English, and
about -107 of these changes are radical
ones. There arc sec era) reasons for this,
but the most profoutiJ one is that the .pro-
nunciation of many of the English mor-
phemes changes if the morphemes change
entironment.' Consider the different- pro-
nunciations of the past tense morpheme in
trotted, passed, and crossed. Consider the
folios\ ing dens ations. democratic-dernoc-

I \fore generally, when one fits an alphabet to a
language, there are three factors that must be con-
sidered. First is letter-to-sound regularity, phonic
regularity. But there are two others of almost equal
importance. Second is morpheme regularity; mor-
phemes should be spelled the same way in dif-
ferent environments (trotted, passed, crossed, sign,
significant, etc.). Thirdand this becomes a criti-
cal factor in a worldwide language such as English
people that speak widely differing dialects should
in able to read the same language; a Kentucky
hillbilly and a Cockney dockworker should be able
to read the same books. One must compromise be-
tween these three factors in fitting an alphabet
to a language Clearly, the problem is much more
difficult than designing a character for each
phoneme of English; it requires wisdom plus a
considerable linguistic competence.

2
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rut tt, (Ain do Nsgrt signifii ant.
etc.,

In short, the misspellings of the Initial
Teaching Alphabt t guarantee a ((insidr-
.tl(l amount of lie gatist transfer when the

(, (Jolted to traditional lithographs.
An ester's's( SrritA uI tight's controlled
laborators (Apt runt its on transfer has('
shown t 0111.111,41, that lit g,atise transfer
tic( 111,s tIlli au organj.sin 'rains a l-
spoils( to a stimulus that be must later 1,111-
'cam in tad( r to substitute another response
to that stimulus. 01 «use, the Initial
Teat 'mg \lphalit t has Fused to he an
ex( t 'lent teat lung tut tontine so it also guar-
ante es a considerable .tinotint of positise
transfel, and the %night of is id( net. sug
gists that the positise transit i inure than
outs%tiglis the negatist. transfer Nest Ida
less, we should retitle t. the negatise tt,unster
as much as possible. we t mild re time it
considerabls sse warn, the Iiutt,d Tach-
tug Alphabe t to 13looifild's Iniguistit
system,

la addition to its theoretical ontrib-
tions. Bloomfield\ linguistic s% stem t 2 ) has
shown that it is possible to select a large
number of English words that are spelled
regularly. that is, that are spelled with in-
ternal consistent %. Butt his linguistic s% stem
suffers Irvin one fatal flaw mans of the
most important words in English are not
spelled regular's Ira>. it ere, u ould, should,
etc.,. Thus, if one restricts himself to
Bloomfild's list of w ords, he restricts his
reading mate ;la's to sot h sentences as -Fat
Pat it On flit that. The most' phlegmatic
child can quick's be reduced to IP, steno,
if he is forted to read too rune It of this.

Thus, we !lase two se, steins for rgu-
larvng English, each ss ith great SO% an
tages, each w ith great disadsantagest, For-
tunate's, it is possible to combine them in
prop)! tions that maxillae the adsatages
of eat h and inunniiie the disads.tntags.
One sipls spells a ft w down absolute's

necessas hum tion words in an Initial
Teachipg Alphabet and selects the remain-
der of his w ord.:from Bloomfield's list.
Thus, negatise transfer is reduced to an
absolute minimum, only a few dozen words
are misspelled in the transitional alphabet.
17tirthernmre, it is possible to select those
few dozen ords so that their misspelled
shape in the transitional alphabet will be
almost identical to their shape in the tra-
ditional orthographs. Thus, by combining
the Initial Teaching Alphabet and Bloom-
fields linguistic list in the proper propor-
tions, we can gut almost all of the advan-
tages of each and almost none of their dis-
ad:antages. Furthermore, if we restrict our -
sel% es to the most commo words in Bloom-
fit id's list, we can get almost all of the ad-
santages of the basal readers and almost
none of their disadvantages.

s. Phoneme Selection. We noted
that insofar as leading ins olves phonic skills
-sounding out wurdsreadability would
be affected by phonic regularity and by
the pal titular phonemes used in the mii-
terials. We base discussed phonic regu-
larit, IAt us discuss improsing readability
bs restricting the phonemes used in the
materials.

Except for Berdialisks's experiment men-
tion( d earlier. there is almost no evidence
that tells us which letter-sound associations
are easier to learn ae cording to any reading
subskill. If we are to make beginning read-
ing materials inure readable by phoneme
selection, we must guess from a very in-
adequate data base. Except for the fre-
queues counts of Carterette and Jones,
about the only information we have are
two s'inigh obsersations. i1) It is almost
impossible to makc an isolated sound that
resembles the stops and affricates ( p, 1), t,
d, g, j, ), j 2) On the other hand,
mans of the continuents c an be closely ap-
proxiated in isolation, ind in addition,
dies phis a meaningful role in the Ian-
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guage (s-s-s is the sound of a snake or of when we see something good to eat, ee-
gas escaping, m-m-rn is the sound we make ec-ee is the sound we make when we are
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Figure II
Excerpts from a preschool reader that illustrates a technique that can be used for teaching phonics
to five year olds when the component sounds of words play a meaningful role in the story.
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frightened. etc.). Based on these tw o ob
servations ( to the extent that reading in-
Oh es the phonic subskill i, beginning read-

ing materials might he more readable
their phonemes were restricted to the con-
tinuents. Then the first w ords in the be-
ginning material would be ones such that
their component sounds could play a mean-
ingful role in the story s ste. um. ut, etc. i
This allow s a number of techniques for
teaching phonics and spelling that are not
available if the beginning materials include
such ss ords as come and look ( see Fig.

Phonies: Blending. Most first-grade
teachers ss mild agree that phonic blending
is one of the most difficult skills to teach.
Blending is less difficult if the first v pals
are composed of sounds in w hicli the con
sonant and 1. 05% ul% are pronounced ss nth
the tongue and other articulators in roughly
the same position, the blending transition
from one to the other is relatively slight,
there is little difference between the t%%o
sounds pronounced in isolation and the tw o
blended into a w ord. Sounds such as /s,
sh, 11, ee, a, form w ords such as an and
sec that'are easiest to blend. Compare the
blending transition hum _vow el to conso-
nant in she sersus that in out by pro-
nouncing them .lowly and compaling the
relative motion of tongue and lips.

Let us summarize the important points of
this section. reading is a complex, inter-
locking hierarchy of skills, and materials
that are most readable according to one
subskill are very unreadable according to
other subskills. It is possible, however, by
simultaneously considering all the subskills
when one selects his materials to get a set
of materials that approaches maximum
readability' according to all subskills. We
can get the advantages of phonic regu-
larity by using Bloofield's list of regu-
larly spelled words. We can get the ad:
vantages of meaningful, interesting sen-
tences by supplementing that with a very

small number of function w ords misspelled
in a transitional alphabet (thee, ix, crux,
etc. J. Furthermore, we can gain most of
the ads antages of the basal 'readersthe
uflects of frequencyby restricting our se-
lection of regularly spelled w ords to those
that ocean moSt frequently in English. Per-
hapsalthough this must be verified by
additional experimentsone can gain still
further ads antages if he restricts the pho-
nemes in his beginning reading materials
to certain continuents and to words whose
component sounds can play a meaningful
role in his story.

An example may be helpful. In selecting
the most readable set of materials for a be-
ginning reading program being developed
at Southwest Regional Laboratory (see the
example), we used the following proce-
dure. We punched into a computer all the
regularly spelled one-, two-, and three-
phoneme words of English. We also
punched in each word's frequency of oc-
currence according to its Rinsland count
for first graders (19). We assumed that
our first materials would be most readable
if the phonemes were restricted to the
following phonemes. /s, m, cc, I, a, i, n,
th, sh, ind t/. Then we asked the computer,
-Which phoneme should we introduce
next? Which phoneme will combine with
the present phonemes to form a maximum
number of common words?" The letter w
can be combined with these letters to add a
maximum number of common words, and
this is the letter that should be used in the
next book. Adding t, to our letters, we re-
peated the question to the computer. Con-
tinuing these steps gale a sequence that
enables our books to illustrate the concepts
underlying spelling and phonics with a
minimum of instruction in letter-sound as-
sociations, each letter-sound association in-
troduced in a book gives the child the max-
imum payoff in useful new words.

The language characteristics considered

3 1
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thimble is shiny). The direction of the re-
sults was not surprising, the' sentences

whose content words had high strength
associations were much easier to learn. The
magnitude of the results, however, was
somewhat surprising. After a single expo-
sure, the subjects would remember 14.5
responses out of 24 paired associates if
there were strong pre-experimental associa-
tions between noun and adjective. If there
were no pre-experimental associations be-

ts% een the noun and adjective, they could
remember only 1.58 responses; there was a
ratio of 9 to 1 in relative learnability.

To summarize, we can make tremendous
gains in readability if we design our ma-
terials to correlate with the way the words
are organized mentally. This could be ac-
complished lw using doze tests. That is, if
the majority of subjects in a doze test disa-
gree with the original wording, it would
suggest that the wording should be changed.
Giving clone tests is an expensive operation,
but the expense might be justified for ma-
terials that are rased very frequently such as
elementary reading material.

Framew ork of Function 'Morphemes.
Many studies can fit under this subheading,
and most of them can be described as com-
parisons of grammatical transformations.
These experiments are concerned with a
number of the factors that are usually in-
cluded when prescribing rules for writing
readable material. In fact-, most of the time
when a writer applies rules for improving
readability: he is actually choosing one
grammatical transformation above another.
Thus, the rule, for writing readable ma-
terial could be stated ore precisely in
terms of grammatical trans mations.

The reader of this papa can verify this
for himself by noting the number of times
lie makes grammatical transformations as
he res ises the following sentence to make
it more comprehensible (An inclusion of
this is an admission of its importance). If

thus far are most important in determining
readability for beginners, the ones that fol-
low are important for adults also.
C. Packaging Words into Phrases, Clauses,

and Sentences.
The greatest number of experimental

studies of readability lie under this sub-
heading, Let us subdivide them according
to I [ockett 13 ) into those concerned with
content morphemes and those concerned
with the framework of function morphemes.
That is, in the following sentences the con-
tent morphemes are in lower case letters
and the framework of function morphemes
is in capitals:

THE man operatED THE boat skill-
fill LI'.

THE =II'S operaTION OF THE boat
WAS skillful.
Other sets of content words that can fit in
the same framework of function fmorphemes
are boy-explain-problem-quick, team-ex-

cavate-tunnel-speedy.
Content Words. In a sustained series of

studies, Deese ) 9 has shown that words
are organized in the mind into highly sys-
tematic structures. That is, words and sets
of words are associated with one another
and each word is more tightly associated
with some words than w ith others. Words
are organized into word classes, grammat-
ical classes. and semantic classes.

Deese's students haZT shown that lists

of words that are orm)ated with this men-
tal organization are much easier to learn
and memorize than lists that are not (e.g.,
Miller, 17, Weingartner, 23 ). Similarly. if
the content words of a sentence' correlate'

with this mental organization, the sentence
is easier to learn or read (Coleman, 7). In
this experiment, noun-isadjedise sentences
(The thimble is bright ) whose noun and
adjective had strong pre-experimental as-
sociations were compared to sentences

whose noun and adjective had weakter pre-
experimental associative strength (The
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he tries to make this sentence more read-
able by increasing the number of personal
words, decreasing clause length, or by ap-
plying almost any of the rules for improv
Mg readability, he will discover that the
change he frequently Makes is a grammat-
ical transformationa grammatical trans-
formation that operates upon entire clauses
and alters many of these variables simul-
taneously. The point is this: when we con-

Reference
Number

Sider the actual operations we perform to
improve readability, it seems that gram-
matical transformations are fundamental
units and that describing some rules of
readability in terms of smaller units is more
or less artificial.

To save space, a sample of the experi-
mental studies that seem most closely re-
lated to readability will be summarized in
a table.

Table I

Sample of Experiments that Studied Grammatical Relations

Grammatical
Relation

Nominalization

Response

5 vs Cloze Score
Active Verb

Nominalization
6 vs Rec all

Active Verb

Active
8 vs Recall

Passive

Active
11 vs Verification

Passive

15 Depth Recall

8 Einbeddechic%s Recall

Order in a
20 N is 'N Recall

Sentence

The prescriptions for, readable writing
that are given by' the above experiments
can be summarized briefly, prefer gram-
matical transformations that give short
clauses and use active verbs, prefer gram-
matical transformations that do not use
abstract nouns nommalized from verbs.

In the experiments of Table I, note that
grammatical transformations that contain
abstract nouns are less readable than their
counterparts containing active verbs. The
lesson to be gained from this is that ab-
stractness is not necessarily an _inalterable,

Finding

Active verb was most readable.

Active verb was most readable.

Active was most readable.

Active was most readable.

Sentences of low depth were most readable.

Readability increased as embeddedness decreased.

Term at end is better remembered.

inherent stimulus dimension. As often as
not, complexity due to abstractness is super-
fluous complexity, as often as not, the num-
ber of abstract nouns in a passage can be
reduced without changing the content of
the passage. When a passage contains a
large number of abstract nouns nominalized
from verbs (operation), the writer can
easily transform them to active verbs
(operate). For example, The exclusion of
that candidate is emphasis on the impor-
tance of our group includes three abstract
nouns. Let us transform it to a version that

33
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includes none. It'llen they cs.(111(1111 tl«11
andulate. it emphasized that our group it as
important Clearly the abstractness 01 the
first Sersion %v as not thit.- to inherent ab-

stractness of the subject matter.
In short. there is plow that 11 .11/S11,114 101

110 better reason than that the %%rite: elms(

one derhatwe 01 the verb instead of an-
other.

Note that the alime discussion of ab.
strat 1 nouns host verbs is re-
lated to the ad% ice that wadable writing
should contain a Lingo number ,of verbs,
Note also that tins does not ile«.ssard%
mean that the writer should insigorate his

prose with sorbs like evoriate and /ohm-
note The propoitom of serf), can be in-
creased by transforming abstract nouns

nonranahled from sorbs to acti%0 webs
Perhaps another example will be worth-
while. Consider the sentence haul the set
ond paragraph of this section: An inclusion
of this is an admission of its importance
\Ve can reduce do propoition of abstiat t
nouns and simnitantonsit Ito roast. the pro-
portion of seri), In transforming it as 101
lows. Sour she no hided this. she i5 utl

mating that it u as important. Nutt that do
transhiimations altt o 111.111% other stimulus
(hint leatnis tistiall% 01(111(10d un adsite fin

0 adable wiiting*-siont clans( s, ptisonal
tnitnins. and word Ile Tient %,
It is mipoitatit to not( that in this cast

the .tdditional 05plo Mit ss of the (b tiro
not tom( haul its skin-100n Its (mitt lit
11101 111111111 - hot 11010 Its 111111. 11011 11101

01lC, mood aspect,
0111 peistm art explicitl% stated ht the

infleutonial Alva s. pontoons. and auxiliar%
erlis hem we transformed int fusion to
ula boh«1, douse, s 010, aSilet t, and 1110041

were made sing ilit . More gentian>. the
finite sorb is far none explit it than the ab
stract noun

( (insider the non- readalde grammatical
tiansbninations of ow example, abuse.

Note that the% contain more personal pro-
nouns than the less readable transforma-

tions Mut It of the abstractness in scientific
writing must ho attributed to a reason no
more profound than its tradition against

and "wc" and its tradition against ad-
dressing the reader as "von." Tile scientist
who eschews the first two pronouns is

simply being modest. but not using them
hequenti% tames him to substitute an ab.
st rat t noun 1 explanation 1 Ior its active verb

(Ali/obi ), to substitute a passive verb
fun an actic verb. to substitute an em-
bedded sentence for it non-embedded sen-
tence

\10n gencialk, if we had more experi-
mental studies of readability such as the
ones summa ri/ed in Table I, many 01 the

rules lin writing readable materials could
be picusel% stated in terms of grammatical.
transformations.

I). Packaging Clans; s into Higher Units
Stu It as Paragraphs and Sim ie8
Then is not much of an (merino Mai

patine to sa% help. Sorel% most of us be-
hese that the mato' deteiminers of read-
alnlit% tut adults Ise at this Iccl-lit. in
the associations-1)0w elm clauses and pal&
giaphs, in the in elan organiiation-but ps%-
chologists hase not %et iefined the experi-
Ind ntal techniques to insestigate this leel
and linguists are not %et able to deseribe.it.

As far as psycnology's share of the prob-
lem is concerned, much of it reduces to the
problem of developing an efficient, eco-
nomical measure of comprehension (see
subheading I) in the next issue). Given an
economical measure of comprehension, we
can mass produce experiments at this level
even though we lack a refined linguistic de-
scription. In fact, mass producing enough
experiments at this level could provide
linguists u ith the data they need, to develop
a suprasentence grammar. In the second
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half of this paper will discuss developing
a set of response measures.
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Measures of Readability and Relevant Populations

2. A Systematic Array
of Response Measures

We have seen that reading is a complex
hierarchy of subskills, and that materials
that are readable according to one subskill
may be unreadable ac, ording to another.
Thus, one of the most important steps in
making a systematic study of reading and

readability would be developing a sensi-
tive measure for each of the subskills and
plotting the R-R functions that relate these
measures to one another.

The important point is that different
reading subskills are optimally facilitated
by different stimulus dimensions. First
graders, for instance, will find that some
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words are easy to read by whole word
memorization and that an entirely different
set is easy to read by sounding out. This
explains the ease with which an experi-
menter can "prove" that an extreme teach-
ing system that emphasizes one skill is

superior to all others. All he has to do is
select a language sample that optimally
facilitates his subskill.

If his system depends mostly on whole
word learning, for instance, all he has to do h
select the most common words in English.
Because their response integration is high,
a book made up of these words will be
very easy to read as long as the child is
depending upon whole word recognition.
On the other hand, to the extent that the
child has to depend upon phonics, the book
will be very unreadable because the words
are almost all spelled irregularly.

If another .experimenter wishes to show
that a phonics system is superior, all he
has to do is select regularly spelled words
that are generated by a minimum of letters
(ill, mill, sill, am, Sam, mam, mass, ass,
sass, Sal, Al, lam, etc.) The child would
have to learn only six or seven sound-to-
letter associations so these words would
be easy to sound, out. However, they would
be very difficult to learn by whole word
recognition because the twenty words
would be so similar that it would be diffi-
cult to discriminate one from another.

Similar observations can be made for
adult reading. Styles that are most readable
for light reading may be very inefficient
for material that most be more completely
mastered.

Clearly we do not want to construct
books that optimally facilitate one subskill
to the detriment of others. We want to
construct books that optimally facilitate a
combination of all subskills. At the ele-
mentary level, we already possys the
techniques for accomplishing this, and they
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have been described elsewhere (Coleman,
3). That paper described the development
of a twenty-word pre-primer that was
extremely readable as measured by any of
the subskills.

But even before a child finishes reading
his -first pre-primer, we become concerned
with true understanding and must consider
the relation of the prose to the universe
it describes. Almost everyoneteachers,
students, psycholinguists, and even experi-
mental psychologistsare really interested
in understanding. We must develop a mea-
sure for it, and relate that measure to other
measures, such as word-for-word memori-
zation. In carrying out an experimental
attack on readability, one of the most
important steps is to develop a systematic
set of measures at this cognitive level. Let
us consider five such measures: (a) an-
swering questions, (b) doze tests, (c)
verification, (d) performance, (e) informa-
tion gain.

A. Answering Questions.
This is the measure that has been used

most frequently to measure a reader's un-
derstanding of the, passage. The difficulty
with this measure is that an investigator /
can ask easy questions about difficult pas-
sages and vice, versa. Since the questions
that are actually asked are only a small
sample from among the ones that could
be asked, the questions that one investi-
gator would use might bear little resem-
blance to those that :mother investigator
wound use.

B. Cloze Stores.
The disadvantage of doze scores is that

they do not appear to measure the long
range associations in the passage. They
are essentially measuring the short range
constraints within phrases and clauses and
not the more important ones between sen-
tences and paragraphs.

36
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C. Verification.
In seseral studies, Cough ( 4 ) has opera-

tionally defined understanding as s erifica-
tion. He showed his reader a picture of
an event and a sentence. The reader's task
was to say whether or not the sentence
trulndescribed the event.

D. Performance.
It is easy to measure the understanding

of a passage if the passage assigns the
reader a task to perform. The test of un-
derstanding is simply to have him perform
the task. Coleman (2) used such a measure
of understanding in a set of five experi-
ments. His subjects were assigned mathe-
matical tasks. Mathematical tasks are
consnient uses since it is V.IS to generate
an infinite number of tests and tasks.

In measuring understanding, we become
concerned with the relation between lan-
guage and es cuts in a real world. The
relation will dearly sary with the com-
plexity of the language and also IA ith the

Article
a
an
the

Preposition
of
to
by

IN 1968

complexity of the universe of events that is
being described. Since the subjects were
assigned mathematical tasks, their universe
was a matrix of numbers such as the one
in Table I. As their language, they were
assigned a miniature language such as the
one in Table I.

Thus, wei have a miniature language and
a miniature; universe. We can describe them
precisely and we can vary them indepen-
dently. Despite the restricted vocabulary,
the miniature language in Table I has most
of the essential features of complete En-
glish. It permits one to study most of the
variables that affect readability and it per-
mits the experimenters to assign the subject
an infinite number of tasks such as "Sum
the even numbers and square the sum."

The following three experiments used
essentially the same method and the same
measure of understanding. Sentences that
assigned the subject mathematical tasks to
perform were prepared for projection (e.g.,
Divide the first row's even number by the

Table
Miniature Language

Pronoun Conjunction
it and

or

Matrix

Verb Noun Adjective
divide number first
subtract mean / second
square row odd

even

3

6 2

37
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second row's odd number). Projection time
was the measure, and this was under the
control of the subject. He projected the
sentence, read it, and kept reading it until
he could perform the operation correctly.
This measure of total exposure time is

sensitive and precise. It can easily he ex-
tended to measure suprasentence variables
such as overall organization.

Exiwiment I. The first experiment stud-
ied the complexity of the language and
the complexity of the universe. This seems
a reasonable, place to begin since under:
standing is concerned with the relation
between language and events in the uni-
verse. Two levels of complexity of the
universe (two-by-two matrices and three-
by-three matrices) were combined in a
factorial design with two levels of complex-
ity for the language. Complexity of the

language was increased by adding content
words (multiply, ratio, column, large,

small). The difference between matrices
was not significant, but the sentences writ-

ten in the complex language took far
longer to understand (6.9 seconds to 3.1
seconds for twelve-word sentences) and
the difference between the two languages
increased as sentences became longer.

Experiment II. The second experiment
studied the effect of content word ratio.
Sentences containing 50 percent content
words (Subtract two from the mean of

the rows) were compared to one that had
75 percent content words (Subtract two
from the first positive odd score). For
twelve-word sentences, the subjects re-

quired over twice as much .exposure time
to understand the 75 percent sentences
( 10.6 seconds) as they required to under-
stand the 50 percent sentences (5.0 sec-
onds).

Experiment III. A third experiment stud-
ied the effect of clause length. Sentences
were written that contained the same

number of words but varied in clause
length, they contained either one or three
clauses (e.g., Square the odd number in
the first row. Compute the mean, square
it, and add two.). All thirteen subjects
understood the one clause sentence in a
shorter mean exposure time (4.2 seconds
to 6.3 ).

This measure of understanding is an
economical and sensitive one. With even
small numbers of subjects, it yields smooth
curves. Clearly, it needs to be extended to
tasks other than mathematical ones, such

as motor skills to learn, pictures to draw,
objects to construct, and so on. It shows
some promise of becoming an economical
tool for studying the constraints between
sentences and paragraphs. Almost all the
current descriptors of readability are with-
in-sentence descriptors, but surely the larg-

est determiners of readability are con-
cerned with overall organization, with
constraint between paragraphs and larger

units.

E. Information Cain.

The above measures are mostly con-
cerned with the gross amount a reader
knows after he reads a passage. But, as can
be measured by doze tests, the reader al-

ways knows something about a passage even
before he reads it. To get a measure of
information gain, we would subtract this
knowledge from the knowledge the reader
has about the passage after he reads it.

A little reflection will suggest many uses
for such a measure of information gain.

In constructing materials for programmed
instruction, for example, one is less con-
cerned with ease of reading than with
the efficiency with which the material
transmits information per unit of time.

Miller and Coleman (5) have suggested
one way to obtain a measure of information
gain. They required their subjects to guess
successively every word in a passage. After

3 3
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the subject made his guess he was gis en
the corrAct word as he proceeded through
the passage. Thus he saw only the words
preoetling the one he was trying to guess
and not those follow ing it, he was able
to use unilateral constraint 0111%. This of
course, is a slight satiation of Shannon's
, fi well known "guessing game tech
in tim ." It Lan Os e measure Of What the

ialOWs about the passage before
he begins rcading it expressed in terms
of bits. but Miller and Coleman were con
tent to describe it in terms of percentage
of words «great% guessed. After the sub
le t has guessed every word in the passage,
he has (Atana% read it carefully. Ile was
then sent tsirough the passage again in
the aaitic fashion, successkelv guessing
each word and being given the correct
one as soon as he made his guess. The
difference between the proportion of words
guessed correctly tlw first time and the
proportion g111.61%ll COMA tly the second
tino is one measure of information gam.
Miller anti Coleman called it the IC score,
and correlated it with a number of other
descriptors.

The measure of information gain is au
important one and merits devoting con
siderable time and expense to its refin-
ment \mom; other issues. it points up
the distint tion between inherent and super-
fluous complexity. When we trY, to improve
readability. w e must distinguish between
these two forms of complexity. What we
mainly want to eliminate is superfluous
complexity Inherent complexity depends
largely upon a passage's cargo of new
information, and we must Li sery selectise
in recite lug that. People art suspicious of
readability research because they sense
that it is easy to imprint. "readability" In
inserting unimportant fillers or by reducing
the tea 'mica' precision of the vocabulary,

, by watering down the content.
Paraphrasing the ,irginnent, 'Mien we.
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improve readability. we want to reduce
superfluous complexity, and simultaneously
fix the amount of new information (inher-
ent complexity) at an optimal level. Ac-
cording to Miller and Coleman's measure
of IC. there appears to be an optimum
level of redundancy. For college students,
passages written at the difficulty level of
fifth-grade readers transmitted a maximum
of IC.

Education needs to know how to predict
the IC a reader will gain from a passage.
and how to write passages so that IC is
maximized. Of course, many people have
expressed this idea beforeusually in carp-
ing criticisms of readability researchbut
always in a vague form that could not lead
to quantifiable readability research.

Summary.

One of the most important tasks in
mounting an experimental attack on read-
ability is to develop a systematic array of
response measures. In particular, we must
develop efficient, economical measures of
understanding arid of information gain.
Surely the major determiners of readability
lie in the constraints between paragraphs
and higher units. However, because our
language is so rich, because it offers so.
many mechanisms for recciding and para-
phrasing and transforming what we read,
there appears to be no practical way to
study these determiners of readability until
we des elop an efficient measure of under-
standing.

3. Relevant Populations

Pros iding the matrix of S-R functions
needed to found a technology of readability
is a massive undertaking. An economical
way to begin would be by replicating
pre% ions studio's of verbal learning.

The practical application of many of
these studies is disguised because their
independent salable% are described as hy-
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pothetical construets. Once the termino-
logical underbrush is cleared away, how-
ever, thousands of these experiments could
contribute to our knowledge of readability
if they were only replicated on relevant
populationsrelevant populations of read-
ers and also relevant populations of lan-
guage materials. For example, most of the
experiments of legibility and typographical
arrangement have been made using college
sophomores as subjects, but these variables
are not potent sources of variance for adult
readers. They are, however, potent sources
for first graders. Perhaps many of the .ex-
periments of legibility and related variables
should be replicated using first graders as
subjects.

The shortcoming that reduces the use-
fulness of most studies of verbal behavior,
however, is an irrelevent sample of lan-
guage material. The majority of these
studies were performed using samples of
language materials such as nonsense syl-
lables or disconnected lists of words. A
great many of these studies would give

us useful insights into readability if they
were replicated using relevant samples of
language materials.

(;enerabzing to the Language Popula-
tion Iu experimental studies of readabilits,
the ixpermiental variable is a characteristic
of language. it is a stunt-this dimension
such as word irequeney or clause length
The experimenter w ill use only a small
sag+ 01 words or clausesperhaps thirty
or forty but almost mes RAI% he w ill
claim that his experimental results hold
true for language in general. Ile will
genera/1:r beyond his sample ol language
material to a population of materials so
let us say that language materials represent
a goal-A:A:lion tarudde km mathematical
statistics. the term is random rariablc ).

Whenever an experiimmter publisl a

stink investigating I lauguageAcha racier-
'she. he is implying that his fonclusions

cal; be generalized to a language popula-
tion. But out of the thousands of such
studies that have been publiShecl. less than

a dozen experiu.enters performed a shtisti-
cal test that would permit generalization
to the language population. The conclu-
sions of many of these studies should be
re-examined statistically. The laws of prob-

ability guarantee that a certain proportion
of them could not be replicated using a
different sample of language materials,

The reader should remind himself that

a significance test promises that another
experimenter' could probably replicate the

results using a different sample of the

generalization variable. Psychology is a

science that studies the behavior of or-
ganisms, so almost inevitably the general-

ization variable is represented by the
sample of subjects. That is, in psychological
experiments, we want to generalize to be-

havior, we want to be able to say that
the experimental results could be replicated
if someone else repeated the exprriment
using a different sample of animals.

In experimental studies of readability
and other studies of language behavior,
other generalization variables are impor-

tant. An experimental conclusion about a
characteristic ol language is useless if it

cannot be replicated using a different sam-
ple of language u taterials. Surely no one is
interested in an experimental conclusion
that holds true for only a dozen or so
words or nonsense syllables.

Lu the thousands of published studies of
serbal behavior (with a handful of ex-
eeptions ), however, the statistical tests
only guarantee that the results could
replicated provided the experiment were
repeated using exactly the same sample of
language material. This is important enough
to bear paraphrasing in a paragraph
of its own.

With less than a dozen exceptions, the
sigiificanee tests used in most exjwriunents

40
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of verbal behavior do not pionuse that the
results could be replicated if another ex-
perimnter repeated the experiment using
a different sample of language. materials.
The significance tests promise /nib that the
conclusions he generalized pros ided
the / xperinient is repeated using exactb,
the same set of language materials.

Consider a simple experimental stud\ of
readabilit, that compares the difference
between attisc Verb SelltellCe% alit 1101111-
11,311/Cd Stliel!, no one should be
interested in the conclusion of such an
Jxperiment if lie wtIC told that it had to
he restricted to twl'Ith or thirty particular
English sentences. Such conclusions would
be as useless as conclusions that held true
onb, for a spec ilk twenty or thirty people.
In this experiment, language materials
have to represent a generalization variable.
The experimenter would use only ,t small
s'""Ple of s"tvm'N, but be would certthk.'
want to generalize beyond them to the
population of English sentences.

The purpose of this section is to raise a
question, riot to provide an answer. This is
not the time or place to go into the mathe-
matics of statistical design. It is important,
how, v el, to / stablish that there are statist'

d. stLUs that alloys tht experimenter to
in radii .11,1111taiwousb, tit 1-055 t1%0 gen-

/Tali/atom variables. 'Flies have been de
, i,I / /I , l,. win to see (:olernaii, 1. and the

.1,,,,/ math/ inaticallv sophisticated refei-
ere 4'.1,1%t'll ui that paper ).

It is important to note that the generali-
/Atoll sarialil, ri piesented In
inan rials should 1,, t lift ri el as a

language
formal-

variable ill t pt t.tnt ail study of read
tbihh the / xpi inn/liter vv ishes to gell-

t vond the sampli of laiwirage ma-
t, naps li a/ toallv uses in the t./pi, runent
to ., population of sins!, materials, he must
diaw his s triple of materials seas eale-
lalL it 1/.1st art'11111 as he dravv s his
,anipli of sidle/ is rin csanijl.. in a

511115 4. t151, 51111 stat.1n vs to
110111111,111/t01(111, one 1% al, to dr.,w a lepre-
seutativi sample of Faiglisli sentences
would lie as follows. enter a library, draw

book .,t randorn, open it to a page at
1,1.0111, and read until 011 conic to the
first Il0111111,111/11 Setatilet'. 1)raw another
book .,t random, open it to a page at
random. and read until 1, 011 come to the
first ae to e v erb sentence, and So on. DI,I%% -

mg a representative sample for his gen-
eralization variable is actually more im-
portant than the mathematics of the Sipa-
, ,Iltee tests, 110%% erin experimenter
stock mg the characteristics of language
should acquaint himself with the experi-
tut /1/ t11,11 .1110%% simultaneous
generalization across two samples.

Perhaps, if we omit the mathematical
detail, it will be worthwhile to describe
.it leas. one experimental design that per-
mits simultaneous generalization across two

The simplest experimental design
that permits simultaneous generalization
simply confounds the two samples into a
single one. Tit it is, each subject is given a
different set of language materials. In our
nominalization-aetiv verb experiment, for
example, eat II subject 1% 0111(1 read a dif-
ferent set of sentencesti-andoinlv selected
as /lest ribt'll above. \Vali some qualifica-
tions that are too fine to bother us, the
significance test used III an ordinary treat-
inents-bv-subjec ts design would permit

genci.ilization across both
samples.

19_,Josing this section, perhaps we should
note expluitly that education is concerned
vv ith a number of generalization variables
other than language and subjects. Fre-
quently, t due/di/mai reseal/Anis wish to
generalize their conclusions to populations
of teachers, populations of schools, etc. Al-
most ill%itablv, the\ have approached this
ploblem by leplit.ating massive. expensive
experiments a number of times. Sometimes
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thf experiments could have been per-
tornwd at a fractiona small fraction such
as one tenth or one hundredthof the cost
it the generalization variables had been
entered as formal variables in the experi-
mental design so that efficient designs
such as CUIIIOUllding the samples) could

have be( n used in a tightly controlled lab-
oratory study.

Surely millions of dollars has e been
spent comparing the Initial Teaching Al-

phabet to traditional orthography, how:
es er. using a matched p"irs design and a
tightly con rolled laboratory presentation
similar to that of Staats, et at. (7), the
difference between the Initial Teaching
Alphabet and conventional spelling can be
demonstrated with fifteen matched pairs of
subjects. The experimenter only needs to
collect an adequate number of responses
from each subject each day. Furthermore.
the controls of the laboratory situation
could eliminate most chances of Haw-
thorne effects because they would reduce
the role of the teacher by programming
or by the double blind technique. As a
second furthermore, by confounding the
sample of subjects with the sample of Ian-

gnage materials each matched pair of

subjects reads a different. randomly drawn
sample of books ), the. experiment could bv
designed to allow sneultancous generahia.
non to the population of language ma-
terials as well as the population of learners.
As a third furtlwrinore, generalwation to

a pipulation of teachers OIlld be permitted
by formally adding this to the experimental
design another generaliiaton savable

Conclusions

The major purpose of ins tw 0 impels
was to ads peaty a program of experimental
studies of readability. To make massie
improvements in the readability and teach-
ing capacity of textbooks at the adult ley el,

we must first develop measures of cOutpre-
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hension and information gain. We must
develop techniques and instruments for
mass producing experiments at this cogni-
tive level.

The techniques for making such massive
improvegients in elementary reading ma-
terials, rowever, are almost within our
grasp. With only a trifling ins estment, we
can construct books that are so readable
that they will completely change the notion
of reading readiness. Almost all the fun-
damental concepts of reading readiness
the concept that shapes represent sounds,
the habit of left-right progression, etc.
can be taught as the child actually reads
little books.

Let us summarize the research strategy
that w ill lay the data base necessary for
constructing such books. First we will
analyze beginning reading material into its
most basic units, letters and combinations
of letters. Then we will measure the ease
with which the children learn to make all
the different reading responses to each ele-
ment. Once the letters and letter combi-
nations arc thus calibrated and rank-ordered
'as to difficulty, it will be possible to
prepare reading materials that are far
easier than those currently available. In
brief. the beginning vocabulary will be
restricted to a few of the easier words
words that are composed of a few of the
easier letters.

B using cartoons, we Wave prepared
books so simple that preschoolers have
learned to read them after a single fifteen-
minute teaching lesson. As Figure: I

show s, the books are not deathless litera-
(e They are mostly picturesonly one,
two, or three different wordsonly two or
three different letters. These hooks. ow-
es a r, simple as they are, are quite effective
in teaching two of the most basic con-
e( pts in readingthe concepts that the
..hapes represent sounds and the habit of
left-right progression.
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Figure I
Eseerpts froni book that most five year olds can learn to read in a 20-niinute lesson. In its
last test, user 75 percent of a LLISS of kindergarteners learned to read it after a single lesson.

Late ! books add a Ii ss none It tter, and oasly, they teach them b !ing the child
\A, and teat Ii other bast, e Uut ciits. that read nimabl little books rather than by
surds ( In atialti (I into letters .toil memo' iiing long lists of s ords, letters,
sounds that h Hers mid sounds can In ph011it eouct lits. and spilling irregularities.
1( inn d into .5 olds, and so on In .\ readable book is an efficient teaching
short, tins( books teach the concepts of machine. If 1.1.e teach th.. (had the basic

a(Inig, and printing siniultaile e onLeptsind gnu loin hook, that he ill-

4 ,;
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joys reading. Hindi of his problem rs solved.
Ile begins reading and teaching himself.

Once we collect the systematic array of
S-R functions advocated in this paper, it
will he possible to write little books that
are readable by preschoolers after the sort
of casual instruction that could be given by
Captain Kangaroo on tele,. iswn. Before
they enter kindergarten, children could
have read little cartoon books that would
have made them accomplished master, of
the basic concepts of the written communi-
cation skills.

An example of such a cartoon book is
given in Figure I. It is a simple matter to
teach a four year old to read a book such
as this. He need only distinguish three

Attapes (I, Sam, see), and this is within
e mental competence of a bright chim-

panzee.
An average five year old can learn to

read such a book in a single 20-minute
lesson. This book and its lesson have been
tested in several kindergarten groups and
have always had over 65 percent of the
children reading after the single lesson

The book and the lesson arc in a con-
tinual' state of refinement, In its last test
( Larch Elementary School. Lennox, Cali-
fonna ). the most refined version ( the les-
son resembled an animated cartoon) had
all but tss o of 22 children reading after
the single lesson. In an individually ad-
ministered test on a different book the next
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day, only four of the children missed more
than half the book's 19 words.

In short, by manipulating stimulus di-
mensions that affect readability, we can
create books as readable as Figure I. Then,
by exploiting the child's love affairs with
television and with animated cartoons, we
can teach him to read immediately. We can
extend Operation Head Start into Opera-
tion Running Starta running start for all
our children.
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The Cloze Readability Procedure *
Educators must ha% a %Aid method of

finding out whether instructional materials
are understandable to their students, for
students must acquire mud' of their knowl
edge by reading written instructional ma-
terials. The conceptual or aesthetic merits
of a wt of materials is a primary consider-
ation in the selection of materials. But
materials an ha%e little educational %dine
if they are written in language that is NO
COMplUN and obscure children cannot un-
derstand the contents. The readability for-
mulas presently aLailable dr() t($) inaccurate
to pros ide educators w ith much help iu this
matter. And, while it IS now possible to
construct highly %Aid readability formulas
(6 ). sue!' formulas art still III the dC% clop-
ment stages.

This paper will describe way~ in which
teachers Call use the clone rcadabilits pro-
cedure to determine if instructional ma-
terials are understandable to children. A
somew hat IA t r,uuphficxl desorption of t1
doze readabilit% procedure includes thus(

k a ) passages are selected from the
mat) nal whose difficulty Ls being c%aluated,
b) et cry fifth word ill the passages is

deleted and replaced by underlined blanks
of a standard lenoli, the tests are
duplicated and gas en, %%, about time
to students wlio It.r.4 Wit read the pas

1)r 11ortimtli
at the t /MI (.111( ago, I he po parabola of
th. pap. r 1.1,1`. a. lii1111)11411. tI %tali tin ,uppult
of ,t grant front the ('rater for the Study of the
Elthtation of 14,41'01o:1A Prwzraili .It the Cot-
(1,14 of (.!,t1itorma. I n'

Fills iirtitle ha, 1,1 u n print, 41 foot tl Ain d
1(1($8, id Elcriuntarti Ftigloh, Vg)hinic
pates 12'1-4 36

sages from which the tests were made, (d)
the students are instructed to write in each
blank the word they think was deleted,
( L.) responses are scored correct when they
exactly match (disregarding minor mis-
spellings) the words deleted. When the
tests have been made properly, a student's
score can be interpreted as a measure of
how well he understands the materials from
which the tests were made.

The first section of this paper will discuss
the Nralidity of the doze readability pro-
cedure. The second section will describe
how the doze readability procedure may
be used to place a child in materials that
are graded in difficulty, and to select ma-
terials that are understandable for a group.

IO

Validity of the
Cloze' Readability Procedure

Logical or Face Validity

Similarity to Conventional Tests: At
first glal Ice a clo)e adability test appears
to be a completely different kind of test
and sonic authors'haL4,made much of this
fact, attempting to construct all sorts of
mystical theories about doze tests. Some
have professed to see a similarity between
the processes involved in responding to a
doze test and the clozure phenomenon
observed in the perception of geometric
figures. Incked, it was from just this kind
of coniure that doze procedure got its
name.

On closer inspection it can be seen that
many of the items in doze readability
tests are identical to those found in reading

4 .5
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comprehension tests made by conventional
methods and that the processes required to
fill doze blanks arc probably not different
from those required to answ er consention-
ally made items.

Consentiunal completion test items are
made by simply deleting a word or phrase
from a sentence. For example, gis en the
sentence The buys rode horse,, it is pos-
sible to make the completion questions,- -

- -rode horse, The boys- - - The boys
- -horsestnd The boys rode- - The
familiar wh- questions are made in much
the same manner. A word or phrase is
deleted, a wh- phrase is inserted in its
place, dIKI the ,,entence is transformed so
that it begins with the wh- phrase. This
gives the questions. Who rode horses? What
did the boys do? What did the boy., do to
the horses? and What did the boys ride? As

in close tests, the correct answers to these
questions are the words or phrases deleted.

Contrasts with Conventional Tests: But
items made by close and cons entional
test making procedures differ in seseral im-
portant respects. First, in a close reada-
bility test, only one word is deleted at a
time while in conventional tests, whole
phrases and clauses may also be deleted.
Further, in close readability tests, struc-
tural words may be deleted. (Structural
words consist of classes such as articles,
prepositions, conjunctions, modal and aux-
iliary verbs. etc.) But in conventional tests,
only lexical words (consisting roughly of
verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs) may,
be deleted by themselves.

A sootmd major difference is the fact
that close readability tests are made only
from the sentences in the text while con
sentional tests items may be made either
from sentences in the text or from the
sentences that can be devised from the
text (5). A sentence may be dens ed by
any, or all, of three processes. The simplest
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type of derived sentence is obtained by
transforming the sentence. For example,
the sentence The boys rode the horses can
be transformed into Ilorscs were ridden
by the boys and then transformed again
into questions such as By whom were the
horses ridden? Sentences can also be de-
lis ed by substituting synonymous words
or phrases for the words or phrases in the
sentence in the text. Finally, derived sen-
tences may be obtained by explicating the
statements implied by the fact that two
sentences are contiguous. Consider the sen-
tence, The boys got home first followed by
They rode horses. The contiguity of these
sentences implies the sentence Riding the
horses caused the boys to gcl home first.
Only conventional test items can be made
from sentences derived from but not actu-
ally in a text.

The third major contrast is the fact that
close readability tests are taken by students
who have not read the undelcted version
of the passage.

Probably too much has been made of
these contrasts between doze and conven-
tional tests. The student has eighty percent
of the text on which to base his responses,
so his responses very much depend on his
ability' to understand the text. Also, the
fact that he has not read the original text
may require that lie uses processes similar
to those required to answer questions made
from derived sentences plus a sensitivity
to the author's style and the tone of the
passage. However, the contrasts do exist
and so the question must be referred to
the researcher, the final arbiter of such
disputes.

Concurrent Validity
There base been many studies in which

the objectives were to determine if scores
on doze readability tests correlate with
scores on conventionally' made comprehen-
sion tests and if the doze difficulties of
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passages correlate with the difficulties of
the passages as determined by conventional
tests. By now, this literature has grown
too large to review in detail in this paper.
Since extensive analyses of this research
are mailable in Rankin (13) Bormuth
(5) only a few of the most decisive studies
will be mentioned here. In general, these
studies seem to show that doze and con-
ventional tests measure the same processes.

Validity as a Measure of Comprehen..,ion
Ability. Cloie tests seem to measure a
wide variety of comprehension responses.
Wilson Taylor (18), the originator of the
doze procedure, found a correlation of .76
between scores on a doze readability test
and scores on a multiple choice test made
from the same passage. Bormuth (3) con-
structed tests to measure the comprehen-
sion of vocabulary, explicitly stated facts,
sequences of events, inferences, causal re-
lationships, main idea, and author's motive
in each of nine passages. Ile gave these
and the doze readability tests to elementa-
ry school students. The correlations be-
tween the doze and conventional tests over
each passage ranged from .73 to .84. When
the correlations were corrected for the un-
reliabilities of the tests, the c 4-relations
approached 1.00. When the conventional
tests were stored to obtain scores for each
type of item, and then factor analyzed
along with the doze test scores, only one
factor emerged. Kohler (11) performed a
somewhat similar factor analysis study
using tenth-grade students and obtained
similar results.

To determine if daze readability tests
measure some of the subtler responses to
language. Bormuth and Hook (9) studied
the correlations between doze readability
tests and tests of ability to recognize an
author's style. Two tests of ability to rec-
ognize authors styles were made by select-
ing short passages from several of the works

by au author, works that the students in
the experiment had not read. The passages
were then mixed with passages from works
by other authors and given to college stu-
dents who had just studied two books by
each of the authors. Scores based on ability
to correctly identify the passages by an
author had significant correlations with
scores on doze tests made from passages
taken from works of the author.

Validity as a Measure of Comprehension
Difficulty: The mean percent of items a
group answers correctly on a doze read-
ability test seems to provide an accurate
measure of the difficulty of the passage,
almost regardless of how difficulty is meas-
ured. Sukeyori (16) found a correlation of
.83 between the doze readabilities of pas-
sages and the combined subjective ratings
of the passages by three judges. Bormuth
(8) found a correlation of .92 between the
doze readabilities of passages and the diffi-
culties of the same passages as measured
by multiple choice tests. Subsequently,
Bormuth (2) used each of the four forms
of the Cray Oral Reading Paragraphs. He
found correlations ranging from .90 to .95
between the doze and word recognition
difficulties of the paragraphs and correla-
tions ranging from .91 to .96 between the
doze and the comprehension difficulties of
the paragraphs.

Experimental Validity
One study (8) approached the problem

of doze readability test validity experi-
mentally. Passages were varied systemati-
cally in language complexity and subject
matter. Both doze and multiple choice
tests were made over each passage and
given to students at three different grade
levels. Each factor and the interaction be-
tween language complexity and subject
matter produced significant effects on both
kinds of test scores. The effects were ap-

4 7
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proximately proportional on the tss o kinds
of test scores.

Validity of thejeocedure Itself
A doze test can be made, administered,

scored, and interpreted in a number of
ways. The particular set of alternative pro-
cedures actually used in the doze readabil-
ity procedure represent what researchers
have found are the best procedures when
validity, economy, and convenience are
considered simultaneously.

Test Construction: The practice of delet-
ing every fifth word is followed because it is
simple and economical to use and because
it provides the greatest number of items
possible for a given passage and thereby.
provides the most reliable measure of pass-
age difficulty. While deletions may be less
frequent than every fifth word, MacCinipe
( 12) has shown that when a deletion sty's-
tem leases less than four words of conttext
between items, a student's ability to answer
an item begins to depend heavily uPon
whether he was able to answer comic:Hy

the adjacent items. When this occursi the
scores become difficult to interpret in any
meaningful way.

Administration: Cloze tests may be ad-
ministered either with or without the stri-
dent reading the passage from which the
test was made. Research shows that the
two m .thods are about equally valid, Tay-
lor (17) found that scores on doze tests
administered after students had -'read the
passage had slightly higher correlations
with scores on comprehension tests. Rank-
in's (14) studies showed the same results.
But the data in both studies showed that
this effect probably was the result of scores
being somewhat more variable than when
the students had not read the passage, an
effect that is more economically and easily
obtained by simply adding a few items
to a test. Therefore, bearuse of the savings
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in testing time and preparation of materials
and because results which are just as valid
can be obtained, it is the most desirable
procedure to give the tests to students who
have not read the passages from which the
tests are made.

Scoring: A student's response can differ
from the deleted word in semantic mean-
ing, grammatical inflection, and spelling.
Users of the doze readability procedure
have settled on the practice of scoring
correct just those responses which exactly
match the deleted word, but minor mis-
spellings are disregarded. This practice is
based on findings by Taylor (18) Rankin
(14) and Ruddell (15) that including
synonyms as correct responses slightly in-
creases the correlations between doze
scores arid scores on comprehension tests.
But their data show that it does so simply
by increasing the variability of the scores,
an effect that is far more easily obtained
by adding a few items to the test.

Bormuth (7) classified responses into
three categories depending on whether root
forms of the responses were identical to,
sriorrymous with, or semantically unrelated
to the word deleted and then further
classified the responses in each category
according to whether they were grammati-
cally correct or not. Only the grammatically
correct responses had significant correla-
tions with a comprehension test. When the
scores based on the responses exactly
matching the deleted words were held con-
stant, all the other correlations dropped to
zero. Hence, responses that exactly match
the deleted words furnish the most valid
measures of comprehension.

Interpretation. There is some value in
knowing that one passage is more difficult
for students than another. But a doze read-
ability score has little value unless a teacher
can say that the score does or does not
represent a satisfactory level of perform-
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ance on the materials from which the test
was made. A standard has long been ac-
cepted (19) for conventional comprehen-
sion tests and this standard is widely \used
in practice (1,10). It asserts that materials
are suitable for use in a child's instruction
when he is able to answer correctly 75
percent of the questions asked him about
the materials. The materials are said to be
suitable for his independent study when
he can answer 90 percent of the items.
Bonnuth (2,4) found that a score of 75
percent on conventional comprehension
tests is comparable to a score of 44 percent
on a doze readability test made from the
same passage and that answering 57 per-
cent of the doze items is comparable to
answering 90 percent of the items on con-
ventional comprehension tests.

Summary
In general, the studies of the validity of

tests made by the doze procedure seem
to justify four assertions. First; doze Lid-
ability tests provide a valid measure of a
student's reading comprehension ability.
Second, the doze readability procedure
provides a valid method of measuring the
comprehension difficulties of passages.
Third, the procedure itself seems to in-
corporate both the most valid and the most
economical of the possible alternatives for
designing a doze readability procedure.
Filially, doze readability scores can be
used to judge the suitability of materials.

Applications

Perhaps the most important advantage
of the doze readability procedure is that
It requires little training in testing tech-
nology of the person who wishes to use
.the procedure in many of its hnportant
applications in schools. This section will
describe two of the most important types
of applications.

Placing Students in Graded Materials
One of the most critical tasks a teacher

must perform in.regling instruction is to
place the students in basal or other practice
reading materials that have the appropriate
level of difficulty. The materialS,must pre-
sent enough difficulty to permit practice
of reading skills but not so much difficulty
that the student- develops faulty reading
habits and feelings of frustration. The
method of testing materials that is presently
advocated calls for the teacher to have the
student read orally a sample passage from
each level pf materials and then answer
questions about what he just read. The
teacher notes the adequacy of both the
child's word recognition and comprehen-
sion. This method has undeniable advan-
tages, but because it requires much time to
administer and a relatively high degree of
training on the part of the teacher, it is
seldom used.

The doze readability procedure can be
used to make a set of tests which permit
the rapid and accurate assignment of stu-
dents to materials having an appropriate
level of difficulty. The basic steps of this
procedure consist of making a doze test
over each of the texts in the series, ad-
ministering them to the students, scoring
the tests, and placing the students in the
materials on which their doze readability
score fell into the appropriate range.

The most critical part of this procedure
is to select a test that best represents the
difficulty of a text. This is done by initially
making several tests from passages random-
ly selected from the book, finding the mean
difficulty of the entire set of tests, and
then discarding all but the test having a
difficulty closest to the mean difficulty of
all the tests.

A step by step description of this process
includes these steps. (a) Select several pas-
sages from a book, say from six to twelve,
using .ome random method for selecting
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the passages. Each passage should begin
at the normal beginning of a paragraph
and each should be at least 250 words in
length. The test, for masons of both con-
venience and test reliability, should contain
exactly 50 items. (b) The tests are then
given to students at the grade level at
which the text is most commonly used,
25 to 30 students are usually enough to
obtain reliable results. (c) The mean score
on each test is calculated and then the mean
of the mean scores is calculated. (d)
Finally, the test whose mean score is closest
to the mean of the entire set of tests is
selected and the rest of the tests are dis-
carded. (e) When a test has been selected
for each of the texts a teacher is likely to
use, the tests can be mimeographed and
compiled into booklets which can be ad-
ministered as group tests. When a student's
score falls between 44 and 57 percent on
one of these tests, the materials are at the
level of difficulty thought to be suitable
for use in his sui)erNised instruction.
Matt rials on which a student's score is
above 57 percent are suitable for use in
his independent study.

The reliability of this procedure depends
upon four factors. First, if longer tests are
used, the students' scores will be more
accurate, but the tests will also nquire
more time to administer. Second, if a larger
number of tests are made when seleding
the test to represent the materials, the test
selected will more accurately reflect the
difficulty of the materials. If the tests are
to be used frequently, it is probably worth-
while to select the test from a larger num-
ber of tests. Third, some materials vary
unevenly in difficulty as they proceed. These
materials are poorly constructed and their
use should, if possible, be avoided. Fourth,
the procedures outlined for constructing,
administering, and scoring the doze tests
must be followed exactly or the results
will be meaningless.

45

Selecting Materials for a Group
When materials are being considered for

adoption by a school, one of the important
questions that must be considers is wheth-
er the materials are understandab to stu-
dents. While the quality of the con ptual
content of materials is of pa ount
importance, that content has little 11 eli-
hood of being learned unless it is presen
in an understandable manner. The cloze
readability procedure can be used for eval-\

'uating the suitability of materials for a
group.

Criteria for Evaluation: When the same
text is to be used with all the students in
a group, two criteria must be used in
judging the suitability of the text. First,
the materials whose difficulty is most ap-
propriate are those on which the largest
number of students can demonstrate a
satisfactory level of performance. Second,
the best materials are those in which the
level of difficulty is fairly uniform through-
out the materials. Either all sections of the
book should exhibit about the same level
of difficulty or the sections should gradually
become more difficult as the student pro-
ceeds through the book.

Designing the Tests: From the point of
N iew of accuracy in evaluating materials,
it %Nould be ideal if a doze readability
test were made over the entire book. But
practical necessity demands that testing
time and materials preparation be kept at
a minimum. Consequently. a procedure for
sampling passages is usually required. If
done carefully, sampling techniques will
lead to accurate results.

The best plan is to divide the book into
sections, select two or more sample pass-
ages from each section, and use those pass-
ages to make the doze tests. The passages
should be selected by some random
process. For example, the paragraphs in a
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section might be numbered, the numbers
written on slips of paper, the slips shuffled,
and two or more slips drawn with the
restriction that no two passages should
contain the same material. 'The passages
may be as short as a paragraph or as long
as seems to make a convenient test. (A
250 to 300 word test fits nicely on one
sheet of paper.) But each sample should
be a length of continuous text, and it should
begin at the beginning of a paragraph.
The samples need not be of exactly identi-
cal length since the evaluator will be work-
ing with percentage scores.

Selecting tlw Students: The students to
whom the tests are pen should be either
the entire population who will use the
book or a sample of students who are
truly representative of that population. A
good sample of students can be obtained
by randomly drawing one or more students
from every classroom in which the book
will be used or by numbering the students
in the population and randomly drawing
the required number of students.

Administering the Tests: For practical
reasons, It is seldom desirable to give all
the tests to every student. It is perfectly'
permissible to break the group up into
subgroups and administer a fraction of the
tests to each subgroup. But the selection
of subgroups should be done by a random
method to avoid biasing the means of the
individual tests,

Analyzing the Results: The analysis of
stildents"scores begins by converting each
score on each passage separately into a
percentage score. A useful analysis is to

determine what proportion of the scores
were 44 percent or larger. This provides
a measure of the proportion of students
from whom the book, as a whole, is Or is

not suitable. Another analysis is to calculate

this proportion of scores but to calculate it
separately for each passage and for each
section. When a frequency distribution is
made of these proportions or when their
standard deviation is calculated, the evalu-
ator obtains a measure of how variable
the different sections of the book are in
difficulty. The evaluator in also plot a
graph of the section difficulties to deter-
mine how the difficulty changes across
sections, but for this purpose it is best to
calculate the means and plot them.

Comparing Alternative Texts: If the
evaluator has some training in statistics
or has access to a consultant who is compe-
tent in these matters, it is possible to com-
pare texts and even compare two or more
textbook series. Using an analysis of vari-
ance and a carefully designed procedure
for selecting the sample passages from each
text or series it is possible to find out if
texts differ in difficulty, if the texts differ
in the variability of their difficulty, and if

the texts increase systematically in difficulty
as they proceed from section to section and
text to text.

Assigning a Grade Placement to a Text:
Often it is not possible to administer the
doze readability test to a representative
sample of the students who will use it.
And even if it is possible to do so within
one school system, the results are seldom
generalizable to other school systems. Con-
sequently, it may, be desirable to express
the text's difficulty in a more generally
useful form, as a grade placement. When
a grade placement number is attached to
a book, it can be interpreted as the average
level of reading achievement attained by
children who are able to read the book at
the minimum level of comprehension.

The method is ,fairly simple, but it re-
quires having a rea ding achievement grade
placement score o each student and it
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requires some amount of calculation. The
grade placement score is first correlated
with the student's clone readability per-
centage score. Then, using the common
regression prediction formula, the evaluator
calculates the reading grade placement
score that is comparable to a score of 44
percent on the clone readability test. This
is the number assigned as the grade place-
ment of the material. It can be calculated
either for each passage in the text or for
the text as a %%hole. The gr.td placement
number is then useful to teachers in other
schools, who, if they use the same reading
achievement test, can calculate the pro-
portion of their students who will be able
to understand the text at a minimum level
of cmnpetence by counting the number of
students who !lase reading achievement
scores falling above the grade Flacement
number assigned to the text.

Concluding Remarks
Educators have long felt the need to

adapt instruction to the individual differ-
(Awes among their student.; but their efforts
to do so have often been hampered by the
absence of practical procedures for attain-
ing this objective. An important vv ay' to
adjust instruction is to place in each child's
hands materials having a level of difficulty
that is appropriate to his level of reading
skill. The doze readability procedure pro-
vides several des ices to help accomplish
this objectiv e.
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